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This thesis describes the theoretical solution and experimental veri.tication of 
phase conjugation via nondegenerate four-wave mixing in resonant media. The 
theor etical work models the resonant medium as a two-level atomic system with the 
lower state of the system being the ground state of the atom. Working initially with 
an ensemble of stationary atoms, the density matrix equations are solved by third-
order perturbation theory in the presence of the four applied electro-magnetic 
fields which are assumed to be nearly resonant with the atomic transition. Two of 
the applied fields are assumed to be non-depleted counterpropagating pump waves 
while the third wave is an incident signal wave. The fourth wave is the phase conju-
gate wave which is generated by the interaction of the three previous waves with the 
nonlinear medium. The solution of the density matrix equations gives the local 
polarization of the atom. The polarization is used in Maxwell's equations as a source 
term to solve for the propagation and generation of the signal wave and phase con-
jugate wave through the nonlinear medium. Studying the dependence of the phase 
conjugate signal on the various parameters such as frequency, we show how an 
ultrahigh-Q isotropically sensitive optical tllter can be constructed using the phase 
conjugation process. 
In many cases the pump waves may saturate the resonant medium so we also 
present another solution to the density matrix equations which is correct to all ord-
ers in the amplitude of the pump waves since the third-order solution is correct only 
to first-order in each of the field amplitudes. In the saturated regime, we predict 
several new phenomena associated with degenerate four-wave mixing and also 
describe the ac Stark effect and how it modifies the frequency response of the filter-
ing process. We also show how a narrow bandwidth optical filter with an efficiency 
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greater than unity can be constructed. 
In many atomic systems the atoms are moving at significant velocities such that 
the Doppler linewidth of the system is larger than the homogeneous linewidth. The 
latter linewidth dominates the response of the ensemble of stationary atoms. To 
better understand this case the density matrix equations are solved to third-order 
by perturbation theory for an atom of velocity v. The solution for the polarization is 
then integrated over the velocity distribution of the macroscopic system which is 
assumed to be a gaussian distribution of velocities since that is an excellent model 
of many real systems. Using the Doppler broadened system, we explain how a tun-
able optical filter can be constructed whose bandwidth is limited by the homogene-
ous linewidth of the atom while the tuning range of the filter extends over the entire 
Doppler profile . 
Since it is a resonant system, sodium vapor is used as the nonlinear medium in 
our experiments. The relevant properties of sodium are discussed in great detaiL 
In particular, the wavefunctions of the 3S and 3P states are analyzed and a discus-
sion of how the 3S-3P transition models a two- level system is given. 
Using sodium as the nonlinear medium we demonstrate an ultrahigh-Q optical 
filter using phase conjugation via nondegenerate four-wave mixing as the filtering 
process. The filter has a FWHM bandwidth of 41 MHz and a maximum efficiency of 
4 x 10-s. However, our theoretical work and other experimental work with sodium 
suggest that an efficient filter with both gain and a narrower bandwidth should be 
quite feasible. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION TO PHASE CONJUGATION VIA J'OUR-lfAVE IIIXING 
1.1 OuUine of Th.eJd• 
In this first chapter, we will discuss the basic concept of phase conjugation via 
four-wave mixing and the mathematical methods for describing this process by 
linearizing Maxwell's equations. Some applications of phase conjugation will be 
presented as well as a description of various materials which are used as nonlinear 
media in this process. 
The second chapter describes phase conjugation via nondegenerate four-wave 
mixing in a two-level system, with the macroscopic medium consisting of an ensem-
ble of stationary atoms. For this system. the density matrix equations are solved to 
third order by perturbation theory to determine the polarization which is used as a 
source term in Maxwell's equations. Taking into consideration only the relevant spa-
tial and temporal Fourier components, Maxwell's equations are linearized to pro-
duce a set of coupled mode equations which will be used throughout this thesis. The 
emphasis in this chapter, as well as in the entire thesis, is on the study of the fre-
quency response of the phase conjugation process as applied to the case of optical 
rutering. 
Generalizing the problem to include an ensemble of atoms with atomic motion, as 
is commonly encountered in most physical situations, Chapter III presents a solu-
tion to the velocity dependent density matrix equations. Supposing that the distri-
bution of velocities is given by a gaussian profile, the macroscopic polarizations are 
determined by third-order perturbation theory and used in the coupled mode equa-
tions to demonstrate the effects that ato.nic motion has on the phase conjugation 
process. 
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Chapter N extends the perturbation solution of the density matrix equations 
presented in Chapter II to include all orders in the pump wave amplitudes. This 
enables us to consider the effect of saturating pump waves on the process and, in 
particular, to discuss the ac Stark effect and its importance to phase conjugation. 
In our experiments, sodium vapor is used as the nonlinear medium. In the tuth. 
chapter, the important characteristics of sodium, both macroscopically and on the 
atomic level. are explained in great detail. Various drawbacks to using sodium are 
presented and several alternative materials are mentioned and analyzed. 
Chapter VI gives a description of the equipment employed in the experimental 
research conducted on phase conjugation. In particular, the ring dye laser, which is 
the critical component in all the experiments, is described in great detail. 
The final chapter, Chapter VII, presents a very important series of experiments 
which demonstrate, for the first time, an ultrahigh-Q optical ftlter utilizing the 
phase conjugation process in sodium vapor. 
1.2 Introduction 
Phase conjugation via four-wave mixing is part of a rather new field called phase 
conjugate optics, which has attracted a lot of attention because of the way it can be 
applied to restore severely distorted optical beams to their original, unaberrated 
condition 1. 
First, we will briefty review the work leading up to the present interest in the 
field2 . The early work of Zeldovich, Nosach, and colleaguesU demonstated the can-
cellation of propagation distortion by stimulated Brillouin scattering. Yariv~s.e. 
independently, proposed and analyzed the use of three-wave mixing in crystals for 
overcoming image 'toss" by modal phase dispersior:t in multimode fibers and for 
real-time holography. Four-wave mixing was suggested as an attactive process for 
phase conjugation by Hellwarth7 , who showed that it overcomes some serious phase 
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matching problems inherent in three-wave mixing. Yariv and PepperS showed that 
the four-wave mixing process for phase conjugation is also capable of amplifji.ng an 
incoming wave, as well as rendering its complex conjugate version and, in the limit 
of sufficient pumping, of mirrorless oscillation. 
The first observations of phase conjugation by four-wave mixing were reported by 
Jensen and Hellwarth9 and by Bloom and Bjorklund10, both of whom used CS2 as the 
nonlinear medium. Parametric amplification and oscillation in four-wave mixing 
was demonstrated by Pepper, Fekete, and Yariv11 and by Bloom, Li.ao, and 
Economou 12• Avizonis et al13 demonstated phase conjugation by three-wave mixing 
in crystals. The ability of the stimulated Brillouin process to restore high spatial 
frequencies was reported by Wang and Giuliano14• Zeldovich and colleaguesus 
demonstated optical phase conjugation and image restoration by stimulated Raman 
scattering. 
1.3 Phase Conjugation 
To understand what is meant by phase conjugation consider an optical wave of 
frequency w moving in the + z direction, 
(1.3-1) 
where 
'lf(x,y,z) = A(x,y)e""""kz + i'll'(x.y) (1.3-2) 
with A real. The phase conjugate of wave E is defined as 
E;,hase conjugate 
= Re[ 'ljl•(x,y,z)eiwt] 
= Re[A(x,y)eikz -i,.(x.y)eiwt] 
= Re[A(x,y)e-ikz + i,.(x.y)e-iwt] ( 1.3-3) 
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As the above equations show, a phase conjugate wave is one in which the spatial 
phase factors are reversed; in other words, the electric field has all its spatial fac-
tors conjugated. The result is that the propagation direction of the wave is reversed, 
with a converging wave now becoming a diverging wave and vice versa. More gen-
erally, aU the wave fronts are reversed. This process is also equivalent to leaving the 
spatial part of E unchanged and reversing the sign of t; in this sense, phase conjuga-
tion 1 is equivalent to "time reversal." 
To better appreciate the consequences of phase conjugation, Fig 1.1 compares 
ren.ections of a diverging spherical wave from a conjugate mirror and from an ordi-
nary mirror. The spherical wave strikes an ordinary mirror at an angle 1) and leaves 
it at an angle -'l)and continues to diverge. For the conjugate mirror the wave strikes 
the mirror and is converted to a converging wave that retraces the path of the 
incident wave. To elaborate further, if we take a nice plane wave, send it through a 
dispersive medium,and phase conjugate it, the phase conjugated wave will travel 
back through the medium, correct for any aberrations , and come out as a nice 
plane wave. On the other hand, an ordinary mirror would double the distortion 1. 
1.4 Degenerate Four-W"a"Ye Mixing 
Four-wave mixing is a nonlinear process by which three input waves mix to 
yield a fourth output wave. The geometry! for four-wave mixing is shown in Fig 1.2 . 
We will assume that all the waves have the same frequency. There are two counter-
propagating pump waves A1 and A2. We have an input signal wave A.;(O) which 
interacts with A1 and Ae in the nonlinear medium to produce a wave As which is pro-
portional to the complex conjugate of A.· The physical process involved can be 
thought of as A., interacting with A1 to produce a grating which diffracts A2 . This is 
shown in Fig 1.3, where we let the angle between k. and k 1 equal 30a. This grating 





A3(0) Nonlinear A3(L) 
A~(O) medium A4(Ll 
I A, I I I 
z=O z=L 
Geometry for nearly degenerate four-wave mixing (assuming nondeplet-
ing pump waves) 
Fig. 1.3 
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Grating formed by waves A1 and A.· Aa is ditiracted otJ this grating into 
the direction A9 . 
Fi.g . 1.4 
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Grating formed by waves A,z and A.. A1 is diffracted otl this grating into 
the direction A3 . 
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grating. ~and A.~ form the other grating, which is shown in Fig 1.4 and is called the 
small-spaced grating. The separation of the planes in the grating is given by 
D = ;\/ (2sin(0/2)) (1.4-1) 
where 0 is the angle between the two wave vectors forming the grating. 
Mathematically, we explain this process by introducing the nonlinear polarization 
pNL which couples the waves. 
(1.4-2) 
The fields are taken as plane waves: 
(1.4-3) 
where ri is the distance along ki. In this section, we consider degenerate !our-1•.•ave 
mixing, where c.> 1 = c.>2 = c.>3 = c.>4 . Therefore, we have 
(1.4-4) 
We consider a medium with a nonlinear susceptibility x(s) and look at the spatial evo-
lution of waves A3 and~ when subject to the pumping by A1 and A2 . 
We apply the standard methods16 of nonlinear optics to solve the wave equation 




when pump depletion is neglected and the adiabatic approximation 
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(1.4-7) 
is used. ' 
The coupling constant "• is given by 
". = 21Tc.> xes> A .L . 
en troe (1.4-8} 
Specifying the boundary conditions. A:,(L) and .A.;(O}, of the two signal waves, the 
solution of Eqs. ( 1 .4 -6} is 
.A.;(z) =i hl sin l ~&lz A (L) + cos l ~& ! (z-L) .A.;(O) . 
"• cos!~&!L 3 cos!~& ! L ( 1.4-9) 
The most interesting case is that of a single input A;(O) at z = 0. In this case the 
reflected wave at the input is 
while at the output, 
.. 
A:,(O) = "'j tan I" I L A;(O} 
• L - A;(O) 
A4( ) - cos I" I L . 
( 1.4-10) 
( 1.4-11) 
For I~&IL > ?T/4, we note the reflected wave amplitude exceeds that of the input. 
The device acts as a reflection amplifier. 
When !~&IL = ?T/2, 
A~(L) 
A;(O) = ... (1.4-12) 
which corresponds to oscillation. Therefore, gain and oscillation are both possible 
in the phase conjugation process for large enough pump waves. 
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1.5 Resonant lledium 
We will now consider the case of phase conjugation in a resonant medium. The 
medium is modeled as a two-level absorbing system and is the representation of the 
resonant medium that will be used throughout this work. This section is based 
mainly on the work of Abrams and l.J.nd 17 who did the first calculations for a two-
level system. This is presented now in order to show the important ditferences 
between a resonant medium and the transparent medium considered in the previ-
ous section. In the two-level absorbing system, linear absorption, saturation, and the 
frequency dependence of the coupling coemcients in the mode equations all need to 
be considered. 
The fields of Eq. ( 1.4-3) are used with '-'t = '-> since we are considering the degen-
erate case. The polarization, including both linear absorption and the nonlinear 
terms, are calculated from the density matrix equations. Since the solution of the 
density matrix equations is the main topic of this thesis, we will just present the 
results of the calculation for now and consider how they are obtained later. 
When the first order polarization is included, the coupled mode equations become 
dAs .•• 
--= aAs + -r..~e A4 dz 
dA; •A • • "-
--=-a rL4 + 1.1C~ dz (1.5-1) 
In these equations, a accounts for the saturated absorption and dispersion of fields 
A3 and~ and is given by 
(1.5-2) 
The coupling coefficie":lt ~e• is given by 
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(1.5-3) 
where lis the normalized pump intensity which is defined as 
(1 .5-4) 
assuming equal intensity pump waves. E: is the line-ct•nter saturation intensity, exo 
is the line center small signal field attenuation coefficient, and ~ = (r.> - c.>o)T2 is t he 
normalized detuning of the fields from line center with T2 the transverse relaxation 
Using the boundary conditions ~(L) and A:(O), the solutions for Eqs. (1.5-1) are 
'W COS'W Z + ClRSin'W Z -iiiJ(I- L) ( ) ~(z) = wcoswL + aasinwL A:3 1 
+ i.c·sinw (z - _L) e -"'AJI A:(O) 
wcoswL + aasmwL 
•( ) i ICSinW Z -iar• A.(L) ~ z = 'W COS'W L + aasinw L 
+ w cosw (z - L) - aRsinw ( z - L) -i~~J• A:(O) 
w cosw L + aRsinw L (1.5-5) 
We consider the case of a single input A:(O), which is t he boundary condition used 
in the filter case. The reftection coefficient R is 
R = !IC sinwLI 2 
lw coswL + aR sinwL I2 ( 1.5-6) 
For w real, I " 12 > ai , the oscillation condition is 
tanwL = -w . 
CXR 
(1 .5-7) 
If the medium is an absorbing medium, ac > 0, then oscillation occurs for 
wL > 11"/2. If ac < 0, the case of gain, then the oscillation condition requires 
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wL < 1r/2. For the transparent medium discussed in the previous section, ao = 0, 
and oscillation occurs when wL = 1~11 = 1r/2. When 1~1 1 < al. which corresponds to 
w being imaginary, the oscillation condition is given by 
tanhlwLI = -lw I. 
a a 
In this case oscillation can occur only if there is gain, ao< 0. 
1.8 Application• of Phase Conjugation 
(1.5-8) 
The main property of phase conjugators is their ability to restore severely aber-
rated waves to their original state on passing through a distorting medium twice. 
Now we will consider some of the applications this property can be used for. Much of 
this section is drawn from several excellent review articles byYarivl and Giul1ano 1• 
One application, motivated by the laser fusion work done at LASL, is to utilize the 
properties of phase conjugation to deliver the maximum possible energy onto the 
target pellet used in the fusion experiments. This scheme involves first illuminating 
the target with a pulsed laser of a wavelength compatible with the amplitlers of the 
system. Some of the light reflected off the target will be captured in the aperture of 
the focusing element and will enter the optical system. The next step is 
amplification of the distorted reference wave followed by conjugation of the wave. 
The conjugated wave is then amplified a second time and propagates back through 
the optical elements. The phase distortions accumulated on the first pass are elim-
inated as the wave makes a second pass through the system. The net result is the 
delivery of an intense, diffraction limited, pulse of light to the target. In laser 
fusion, the problem of beam alignment, pointing, and focusing is extremely complex 
in the conventional technology, demanding that the target be precisely located 
within a narrowly defined field of view and requiring sophisticated sensor/servo sys-
terns. The great advantage of the phase conjugate scheme is, that once the refer-
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ence is created, everything else happens automatically1• 
A similar application applies to sending laser energy through the atmosphere. In 
conventional adaptive optics, one measures the atmospheric turbulence along the 
propagation path using a probe beam that originates at the target. The probe signal 
is received at the aperture of the laser transmitter. The aperture is divided into 
subapertures. The local wavefront tilt is measured using shearing interferometers 
or some similar technique. This information is used to drive actuators on a deform-
able mirror. The deformable mirrors are then used to predistort the outgoing beam 
in a way that compensates exactly for the atmospheric distortions to be encoun-
tered along the propagation path to the target. In the phase conjugate case the 
probe beam is amplified, conjugated, and retransmitted. One big advantage of the 
nonlinear approach over the conventional one is that compensation will still occur 
even if the probe beam has substantial amplitude variation over the wavefront, as in 
the case of severe turbulence. The conventional approach compensates only for 
phase variations. It should be noted that neither approach can compensate for 
absorption of the laser energy or time varying changes in the distorting medium if 
the changes occur on a time scale shorter then the time it takes the phase conju-
gate wave to retrace the path of the probe beam1• 
Another potentially valuable application for phase conjugate optics is the use of a 
phase conjugator as a mirror in an optical resonator. Several papers have discussed 
the idea of replacing one of the conventional mirrors18- 22 by a phase conjugate mir-
ror. This has been demonstrated by Pepper and colleagues20• Phase conjugate reso-
nators are expected to exhibit several unique properties . The property that Pepper 
and coworkers demonstrated was its ability to compensate for intracavity distor-
tion. They also showed that light extracted from the er..d of the resonator with a 
conventional mirror has a transverse phase which depends only on the output 
mirror's radius of curvature and not on any distortions within the body of the 
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resonator. A second important property of this resonator is that it does not possess 
longitudinal modes that depend on the cavity length. Usually an optical resonator 
has longitudinal modes separated in frequency by c/2L. where Lis the cavity length. 
This is due to the requirement that the accumulated phase after one round trip of 
the cavity equals 2rr times an integer, so that waves will constructively interfere with 
themselves. In a phase conjugate resonator the phase that is accumulated as the 
wave propagates from the conventional mirror to the conjugate mirror is subtracted 
by the same amount on the way back to the conventional mirror, so the net phase 
which is accumulated is always zero . The phase conjugate resonator can therefore 
support any wavelength which is within the bandwidth of the gain medium and of 
the phase conjugate mirror. In addition the problem of mode hopping due to cavity 
length drift can be eliminated. 
It has also been shown23 that the fundamental oscillation mode of a resonator 
with a phase conjugate mirror has extremely low losses compared with the 
corresponding oscillation modes of similarly filled resonators of the same geomet ric 
dimensions but formed by conventional mirrors. 
Another application suggested by the group at Caltech24·2:; was to use phase con-
jugation to do spatial convolution and correlation. This involves placing the non-
linear medium at the focal plane of a set of lenses which are used to obtain the 
Fourier transform of the pump and signal waves . The medium is used to do a multi-
plication of the Fourier transforms of the waves. By choosing pump wave A1 to be a 
point source and placing spatial information on waves A2 and A4 , we can obtain a 
correlation between these two fields. We obtain the spatial convolution of A1 and A2 
by taking ~ as a point source. This approach makes possible autocorrelation and 
autoconvolution as well as other high-speed, real-time information procF ssin g . 
Photolithography is another area of potential application of phase conjugation. 
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Photolithography involves projecting complex patterns onto photo-resist layers. This 
is usually accomplished using conventional optical techniques which require 
ditfraction limited, low /-number performance. In the phase conjugate approach 
the mask is illuminated from the back by a laser. The image is formed on the pho-
toresist surface of a substrate, after being reflected from the conjugator by way of a 
beam splitter. The advantage of this scheme is that diffraction limited performance 
can be achieved without using expensive optical components. In addition this 
approach achieves the same goal as contact photolithography, without placing the 
mask in direct contact with the sample. Projection of high-quality images using this 
technique has recently been demonstrated28• 
A more esoteric application of phase conjugation suggested by Yuen and 
Shapiro27 is the generation of photons in a two-photon coherent state by using 
proper combinations of the phase conjugate wave with the incident signal wave. They 
have shown theoretically that two-photon coherent states are minimum uncertainty 
states28 with unequal uncertainties in the two field quadratures. The uncertainty in 
one of the field quadratures can be arbitrarily reduced at the expense of the other 
quadrature. In optical systems, homodyne detection211 can measure one of these 
field quadratures. 
An application suggested by Shapiro30 is its use as an optical waveguide tap with 
infinitesimal insertion loss. The novel statistics of the two-photon coherent state 
make possible high signal to noise detection from a directional coupler that is very 
weakly linked to an information bearing optical waveguide. Carlton Caves:l1 of the 
gravitation group at Caltech has suggested using these states to increase the sensi-
tivity of the interferometers which are proposed as gravitational wave detectors. 
Optical filtering via phase conjugation is the application which is the main to~ic 
of this thesis . To construct an optical filter, the pump waves, A1 and A2, are provided 
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by one laser at frequency c.>. The signal wave A.;(O) at frequency c.>4 is the input to the 
filter. The outp...tt of the filter is the phase conjugate wave A:3(0) whose amplitude 
depends on the relative detuning of c.>4 from c.>. The phase conjugate property is used 
to provide a high signal to noise ratio for the filter . 
. Using a resonant medium as the nonlinear medium, we discuss the properties of 
optical filtering in both homogeneous32 and inhomogeneous media33·34 and then 
demonstrate an ultrahigh-Q optical filter35 which uses sodium vapor as the medium. 
The bandwidth of the filter depends on the homogeneous linewidth of the resonant 
medium. Other authors36•37 have discussed optical filtering via phase conjugation in 
a transparent medium. In that case the filtering depends on phase mismatching 
between the various waves and typically does not achieve the narrow bandwidth of 
the resonant medium. 
1.7 Material:~ Wled as Nonlinear Media 
Now we will look at a few of the materials people have used to generate phase con-
jugated waves via four-wave mixing. As previously mentioned, the first observation 
of phase conjugation was by Jensen and Hellwarth9 of USC. They observed a 
reflectivity R ::::~ 10% in CS2 using a Q-switched ruby laser. In a second experiment 
they demonstrated phase conjugation in a dielectric waveguide38 filled with cs2. 
At Caltech, Pepper, Fekete, and Yariv11 used a Q-switched ruby laser to mea::;ure 
x(3) for CS2 • They observed amplification and even oscillation at a pump intensity of 
8.8 MW/cm2 • John AuYeung39 observed a backward wave conversion efficiency of 
0.45% using a pump power of only 6mW in a 4,u.m i.d. CS2 filled optical fiber. This was 
done using an argon laser at 5145A. 
At Bell Laboratories, Dave Bloom and co-workers have worked with a variety of 
materials. They observed phase conjugation in CS2 using a Q-switched, frequency 
doubled, Nd:Yag laser10. In ruby4°, they used a CW argon laser to observe a 
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R ~ 2 x 10-3 with a pump intensity of only 95W/cm2• Ruby can be modeled as a 
three level system with a broad band absorption and a large x(3>. With sodium12 as 
the medium, they used a nitrogen laser-pumped dye laser which was detuned 
1.25 cm-1 from the D1 line of Nato obtain signal gains up to 100. In the CW case41 , 
they used a single mode dye laser and observed R J::j 2 x 10-5 with pump power of 
only 600 mW/cm2 . 
At LASL, Fischer and group have done some very interesting intracavity four-wave 
mixing . In the first case, they demonstrated phase conjugation in germanium42 by 
inserting the output mirror of a C02 laser backwards into the laser cavit y so tha t 
the germanium substrate was intracavity. The pump waves were the standing waves 
of the laser cavity and the signal wave was a small part of the output of the laser. 
The intracavity experiment has the advantage in that this guarantees counterpro-
pagating pump waves if the laser is lasing. In subsequent experiments43 , they used 
the C02 lasing medium as the nonlinear material and obtained 2% reflectivit y . 
At Hughes Aircraft Research Laboratories, Lind and group44 have demonstrated 
reflectivities of 7% in a few torr of SF6 using a C02 laser. They have also used a Q-
switched Nd:Yag laser to obtain R as high as 180 in silicon4l5. 
These are just a few of the materials which were first used to demonstrate phas e 
conjugation via four-wave mix ing . Many other materials, such as lithium-niobate13, 
organic dyes46- 4 9 , ammonia50 , barium titanate51 , and Bi12Si020 crystals 52 , ju st to 
name a few, have also been used. 
1.8 Concluaion 
In this chapter we have presented the basic concepts of phase conjugation along 
·with the mathematical formulation used to describe the process . We h ave con-
sidered both a transparent medium and a resonant medium as possible nonlinea r 
m e dia. Several applications of phase conjugation were presented. Finally, various 
- 19-
materials used as the nonlinear medium have been presented. 
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Chapterll 
NONDEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE KIXING IN AHOKOGENEOUSLY 
BROADENED TWo-LEVEL snrrEII 
2.1 Intrvductian 
In the first chapter we discussed the basic properties of the phase conjugation 
process as they affect a wave which is incident on a phase conjugator and the pro-
perties of the subsequent phase conjugate wave. We gave examples of various appli-
cations of phase conjugation and examined dit!erent types of media which are used 
to do the nonlinear mixing which generates the phase conjugate wave. 
Applying the standard methods of nonlinear optics, we will consider phase conju-
gation via four-wave mixing in a nonlinear medium using a plane wave coupled-mode 
treatment. The nonlinear medium used throughout most of this work will be a two-
level system. The coupled-mode equations for the conjugation process will include 
both the linear loss and the nonlinear coupling between the waves. 
This chapter will study nondegenerate four-wave mixing1 in a homogeneously 
broadened two-level system. First we will describe the two-level system, then present 
the density matrix solutions for a particular choice of the applied electromagnetic 
fields and use these in the coupled- mode equations to solve for the phase conjugate 
signal. 
2.2 Density llatrill: EquatioiUI far a Two-LeYel System 
The nonlinear medium is modeled as an ensemble of stationary atoms. As shown 
in Fig. 2.1. we assume the atoms have only two energy levels, E 1 and Ea with energy 
splitting lrcJo, which are involved in the nonlinear interaction. The angular frequen-
cies of the electromagnetic fields are assumed to be nearly resonant only with these 
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ENERGY 
Fig. 2.1 Energy levels of the two-level system 
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two energy levels. 
The Hamiltonian of the two-level system is 
H =Ho +H (2.2-1) 
where H 0 is the Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of any field. The interac-
tion Hamiltonian H is assumed to be of the dipole type 
H = -PE(r,t) (2 .2-2) 
where P, is the component of the dipole operator along the direction of the electric 
tield E(r,t). The electric tield E(r,t) will be considered as a classical variable. 
The totalwavefunction of the system is 
(2.2-3) 
where '1/!n are eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0 such that 
(2.2-4) 
The functions c 1(r,t) and c2(r,t) represent the amplitude for the atom to be located 
at position rat timet and occupy energy levels E 1 and Ez, respectively. The Schrod-
inger equation is given by 
in B+ = H+ 
at (2.2-5) 
Using the eigenfunctions '1{11 and '1{12 as a basis, the density matrix operator p can 
be represented as a 2x2 matrix with elements Pn. P12• P21• P22· The components of 
the matrix pare shown below. 
(2.2-6) 
The density matrix equation, which is equivalent to the Schrodinger equation, is 
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given by 
iii :f = [H. p ] . (2.2-7) 
In this basis the unperturbed Hamiltonian is 
(2.2-8) 
The diagonal matrix elements of H• are taken as zero 
(2 .2-9) 
as appropriate to transitions between states of definite parity. The phases of the ot'f 
diagonal elements of H' are taken such that 
(2.2-10) 
The density matrix equations can be written as 
~~~ = -i'->oP21 + i1}E(r,t) (pu - P22) 
(2.2-11) 
where p 11 + P22 = 1 is the normalization condition. 
We will incorporate the loss of phase coherence due to collisions as well as the 
natural lifetime of the atoms into the density matrix formalism by including the 
phenomological relaxation times T1 and T2 in the density matrix equationa1. The 
resulting equations are 
d ( ) _ 2 .J:!:...E( t) (p •) (pu -pzz)- (pu -pz2)o 
- Pu-Pzz- 1. r 21-P21-dt li ' T1 
(2.2-12) 
where (p11 - p22)0 is the equilibrium value of (p11 - p22) in the absence of the applied 
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field E(r,t). 
2.3 Sol9iq the Den.ity llatri• F.quaUoll.8 by Perturbation Theory 
In the phase conjugation problem, which is the subject of this work, the mixing 
involves two intense counterpropagating pump waves E1 and Ea of the same fre-
quency c.> and two weak counterpropagating waves Es and E4 with frequencies c.>s and 
c.>4 . The geometry of Yariv and Pepper3 shown in Fig. 2.2 is used. 
The fields are taken as plane waves: 
(2.3-1) 
where r 1 is the distance along kt. We have 
(2.3-2) 
The applied electric fields are polarized along the same direction. The density 
matrix equations are now solved to third-order by pertubation theory. 
To use perturbation theory2, we first expand the density matrix equations as 
(2.3-3} 
Then we solve tor P1J by iteration up to some desired order. third-order in our case, 
and then put X= 1 in the final results. In Eqs. (2.2-12) we replace H' by~ H' and 
equate the same powers of ~ on both sides of the equation to obtain 
(2.3-4) 
where 
'Yt:a = '121 = l/T2 '111 = '122 = 1/Tt . (2.3-5} 




A3(0) Nonlinear A3(L) 
A~(Ol medium A4<U 
I A, I I I 
z = 0 z=L 
Geometry for nearly degenerate four-wave mixing (assuming nondeplet-
ing pump waves) 
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(2.3-6) 
To zero order we assume 
pfi> = 0 = p~y> (2.3-7) 
and (Pu - P22)o the equilibrium value of p 11 - p 22 for zero applied tleld. 
To obtain the first order solutions, we calculate [ H' , p(0) ]IJ. The components of 
the commutator are given by 
[ H' , p(O) ] 11 = 0 [ H' . p(O) ] 11 = 0 
and 
[ H', p(o) J12 = J.L(pu - P22)o E(r,t) (2 .3-8) 
Using these commutators in Eqs . (2.3-6) and neglecting the nonresonant denomina-
tors, we obtain 
(2.3-9) 
Using the same procedure, first calculating the commutators and substituting these 
in Eqs. (2 .3-6), we can calculate the higher order terms. We have done the perturba-
lion solutions out to third-order. 
The macroscopic polarization is given by P = NJ.L(p 111 + p21). N is the density of 




The coupling constants are given by 
-iao • iac, 
as= (c5-v-i)' a.= (c5+v+i)' 
IC = 2 ( [1 - (iv)/2) ] . A;J\8 4 ao (6+i)(1-iav)(6-v-i)(6+v+i) E: 
"• = 2ao[ [1 - (iv)/2] ] . A1A1 
s (c5-i)(l-iav)(6-v-i)(d+v+i) E: (2.3-11) 
where o = (c.>- c.>o)Tz is the normalized detuning of the pump fields from line center, 
v = (c.>4 - c.>)T2 is the normalized detuning of the signal frequency from the pump 
fields, a= T1/T2 , E: = fi'!/T 1Tl!).L2 is the line-center saturation intensity, 
ao = 4n,u.2AN0T2k0/2n is the line-center homogeneous-broadening absorption 
coefficient of the subject gas , k0 is the magnitude of the wave number at frequency 
2.4 Coupled llode Equation. 
Using the wave equation(~= ,u. = 1) 
(2.4-1) 
we will derive the coupled mode equations for A3 (z) and A;(z). The tlrst assumption 
we will make is that the pump waves A1 and A2 are undepleted by the phase conjuga· 
lion process. This assumes that the pump waves are much larger than either Ae or 
A; so that the fraction of pump light ditl'racted into the direction of the signal waves 
results in a negligible change in the amplitude of the pump waves. Linear absorp· 
Uon of the pump waves by the nonlinear medium will also be neglected as it depends 
on the geometry of the experiment and can easily be included as discussed below. 
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Suppose the pump waves propagate through a length I, of the nonlinear medium 
along the s axis. Assume the nonlinear medium is contained between 
s = 0 and s =I, such that A1(0) and A2 (1_,) represent the incident amplitudes of the 
pump waves on the material. The pump waves, as they propagate through the 
material, can be expressed by the following equations: 
(2.4-2) 
where a is the linear absorption coefficient for the pump waves. The important 
quantity in the nonlinear polarization is the product A1(s)~(s) which becomes 
(2.4-3) 
We observe that the product of the pump amplitudes is independent of the position 
inside the material but is reduced by the factor e -«L,. This can easily be included in 
the expressions for A::f. 
The first step in deriving the coupled mode equations is to equate terms in E and 
p which have the same frequency (.) and the same wave vector k. As an example, con-
sider the components of E and P at c.>:s and ks. 
xexp[i(6k)z]Jexp[i((.)3t + k 3z)]. (2 .4-4) 
These expressions forE and Pare substituted in the wave equation, Eq. (2.4-1). Tak-
ing derivatives, we obtain 
(2.4-5) 
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= ~c t-iasAs(z) + ~~(z)exp[i(l1k)z]Jexp[i(CJst + ksz)]. 
(2.4-6) 
6 1 d.As(z) iks 
V 2 E(CJs, k:,) = 7h [ 2 dz + z-A:!(z)] exp[i(c.>st + ksz)]. 
_ [ 1 d2As(z) . dAs(z) 1 
- 2 dz2 + 1.ks dz - Z'klAs(z)]exp[i(CJst + k9z)]. (2 .4-7) 
Substituting into Eq. (2.4-1) yields 
1~ 
+ 2 c2 A:,(z)exp[i(CJst + k9 z)] 
(2.4-6) 
Using the dispersion relation 
(2.4-9} 
several terms can be cancelled. In addition we will assume that 
(2.4-10) 
This is usually referred to as the adiabatic approximation, which we will use 
throughout this work. This simplifies the wave equation to yield 
~~ = asA:! + ·h;;A:exp[i(6k)z], (2.4-11) 
.. • 
In a similar manner we can obtain the mode equation for A;. This becomes 
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~ = -a.;A.; + i~~exp[ -i (Ak)z]. (2.4-12} 
The solutions to Eqs. (2.4-11) and (2.4-12), using the boundary conditions of 
As(z = L) = As(L) and A;(z = 0) = A;(O), are 
-iSeL 
+ e D [(o.s-iS2)e(91•-(o.s-iS1)e(91•]A3(L) 
(2.4-13} 
where 
S2 = ( -il 2)(o.s - 0..: + iAk) - ( 1/2)[ 4~~ .. -(as + a...}2 + (Ak)2 
(2.4-14) 
Since we are interested in the filter application we will consider the case of a sin-
gle input A;(O), with As(L) = 0. In this case, the solution for the reflected wave at the 
input plane becomes 
(2.4-15) 
We can now appreciate a very important filter characteristic of the four-wave 
mixing process. A3 (0) is proportional to A;(o), which implies that the output is a 
phase conjugate of the input wave. In other words we have time reversed the input 
wave except for a small shift in frequency since Ak ..,_ 0. If the input wave is passed 
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through various optical devices such as a spatial filter and a lens system the output 
wave w1ll retrace its path and we can greatly enhance the signal to noise ratio of the 
filter using this technique. However this is done at the expense of the field of view of 
the filter. 
The power refiection coefficient is defined as 
(2.4-16) 
The solution for R is 
R =I ~fl - exp[i(S1 - Sz)L]I I' 
i !S1 - Sz exp[ i (S1 - S2 )L]! + a 3 fexp[ i (S1 - S2 )L] - 11 ' (2.4-17) 
It should be noted that the reftected wave is frequency shifted from the incident 
wave . The output frequency is upshifted from the pump frequency by the same 
amount that the input frequency is downshifted from the pump, and vice versa. 
However, the frequency shift is very small for any significant reftection coetncient. 
Using aoL = 1, a= 1/2, 2LicT2 = 0.01, and A1~/E: = 0.1, the frequency depen-
dence of the the reflected (output) signal i s studied. 
In the degenerate case (v = 0), Fig. 2.3 shows the dependence of the reflection 
coefficient on the pump detuning cS. The plot indicates that the reftectivity dimin-
ishes very rapidly with increasing cS. From Eqs. (2.3-11) we expect R to be inversely 
proportional to the sixth power of cS for cS larger than unity. Therefore operation 
near line-center is necessary to optimize the amplitude of the retlected wave. How-
ever, under certain situations, for example, aoL>> 1. it would be advantageous to 
have the pump ftelds detuned from line-center. Fig. 2.4 shows the reftectlon 
coefficient. normalized to unity, plotted versus the signal detuning v for several 
small values of the pump detuning cS. The important feature to notice is the 
broadening of the curves as cS increases. As shown clearly in Fig. 2 .5, the normalized 
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Fig. 2.5 Normalized bandwidth (B = ~CJT2) versus pump detuning 6 
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increases with the pump detuning 6. For larger 6, Fig. 2.6 shows the absolute 
reflectivity plotted versus the signal detuning v. The reflection coefficient takes on a 
double peaked structure. The peaks are at 11 = ±M With A= .50,.86,.95,.97,and.9B 
respectively, as 6 increases from 2 to 10 in the plot. Apparently the value of A 
approaches unity for large d. Physically, the peak occurring at 11 = -6 corresponds 
to c.>4 = CJo while the peak at v = +6 corresponds to '-'3 = CJo. The peaks are due to an 
enhancement of the nonlinear coupling coefficients by having either the signal wave 
or the phase conjugate wave resonant with the two-level system. 
It should be noted that the values we have chosen for 2LicT2 makes phase 
mismatch constraints a negligible consideration and the frequency response is dom-
inated by the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coupling coefficients. For 
example, if we choose a system such as sodium, where T2 = 32nsec, then our choice 
of 2LicT2 implies an interaction length L = 5cm. This is a resonable choice of values 
for an experiment4-e. In the next section we will consider the effect of phase 
mismatch constraints only. 
2.5 Effect of Phase llismatch 
If we take the nonlinear medium to be a nondispersive, lossless medium possess-
ing a third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility x(s) and use the same fields as 
before, Eqs. (2 .4-11) and (2.4-12), the coupled mode equations now become 
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Since we are primarily concerned 'With the tuter application, we assume that 
As(L) = 0 with only a single input A;(O) at z = 0 . The solution for the phase conjugate 
with fl defined as 
~(D) = ~~t.an ({lL) A;(O) 
fl - 'l.6k tan ({lL) 
2 
fl iii [ ~~e., + (.6k/2)2 pn . 
(2.5-3} 
(2.5-4) 
As before we note that ~(0) «A.;( D). implying the output wave is time reversed. H 
we look at the limit of weak coupling, I ~et/ .6k I ... 0, the power retlection coefficient 
becomes 
using ~e3 ~ ~e4 iii /C. 
. ( .6kL) 
s1n - 2- 2 ~~-~ ( .6kL) 
2 
(2.5-5) 
Fig. 2.7 shows the normalized reflectivity plotted versus 1l with v• = ~kLI2. An 
equivalent expression for 1/ is (CJ4 - CJ)L/c. The full width half maximum bandwidth 
for R is v• = 2.78. To compare this with the results of the previous section we can 
define T2 = L/c. v• can now be rewritten as v• = (CJ4 - CJ)T;. The bandwidth is now a 
function of T2. For L = 5cm, T2 = .17nsec. This shows that the effect of the phase 
mismatch is not as important as the frequency dependence of the coup~ 
coefficients since the larger of [T2 , T;] will dominate the frequency response. For the 
case of sodium, where T2 = 32nsec, L would have to equal 960cm for the phase 
mismatch constraints to be of equal importance in determining the ruter response. 








Fig. 2 .7 Reflectivity, normalized to unity, versus the phase mismatch parameter tl 
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nonlinear mixing can be viewed as forming and illuminating a real time diffraction 
grating. From Eq. (2.5-5) we see that phase matching occurs for (L\kV2) ~ 1r. This 
gives a wavelength resolution of (L\X/X) ~ (X/L) . This result is consistent with the 
resolution of a diffraction grating (L\X/X) Rl 1/mN, where N is the number of lines 
illuminated and m is the order of the grating. For four-wave mixing only the first 
order terms are phase matched so we set m = 1. N, the number of lines illuminated, 
is analagous to VA.. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have demonstrated how nondegenerate four-wave mixing in a 
homogeneously broadened two-level system can yield an active narrow bandwidth 
optical filter, which also has a large field of view (i.e., several steradians) . The large 
field of v iew is a consequence of the fact that four-wave mixing does not de pend on 
phase matching. The frequency response depends primarily on T2 for the values 
presented here. The bandwidth is directly proportional to the inverse of the relaxa-
tion time T2 and monotonically increases with the pump detuning o. The effects of 
phase matching have been discussed and we have shown how they are dominated by 
the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coupling coefficients for many experi-
menta l situations involving resonant systems. 
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Chapter ill 
NONDEGENERA.TE FOUR-WAVE 11IXING IN A DOPPLER-BROADENED TWG-IEVEL SYSTKII 
3.1 Introduction 
In the last chapter we studied phase conjugation via. nondegenerate four-wave 
mixing in a homogeneously broadened two-level system. Many nonlinear media of 
interest are resonant systems which are inhomogeneously broadened I-o due to 
atomic motion. In this chapter we will extend our previous treatment of phase con-
jugation to include the effects of atomic motion (Doppler broadening) on the four-
wave mixing process. The results8·7 presented can be used to analyze the efficiency 
of tour-wave mixing in spectroscopy, optical filters, and other applications. 
3.2 Density llat.rii EquatioDJI far a Doppler-Broadened Twa-t:..e.el System 
The model of a two-level system introduced in the previous chapter8 is still valid 
except that now we will assume the ensemble of atoms has a velocity distribution 
given by the Doppler profile. 
The velocity dependence of the density matrix equations can be taken into 
account by replacing 
~with .E._+• · V dt at (3.2-1) 
in Eqs. (2.2-12). The resulting equations are 
BP21 V . ·i!!..:E( t)( ) P21 
-- + • · P21 = -t.r.JoP21 + , fi r, Pu - P22 - -T M 2 
8 ) ( ) _ 2 . ~E( t)(p •) (pu -P22)- (pu -P22)o at (Pn- P22 + Y · V Pu- P22 - 'l.li r. 21 - P21 - Tt 
(3.2-2) 
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This is analagous to consider~ the problem in the frame of an atom with velo-
city •· Doppler shifting the waves into this frame as shown in Fig. 3 .1 ,solving Eqs. 
(3.2-2) in this frame, and then transforming back into the laboratory frame. 
Generalizing the problem slightly, the mixing will involve two intense counterpro-
pagating pump waves E1 and ~ of frequencies r.>1 and r.>2 , respectively, and two weak 
counterpropagating signal waves Es and E4 with frequencies c.>s and '->4 . The geometry 
of Yariv and Pepper11 shown in Fig. 2.2 is used. The fields are taken as plane waves: 
(3 .2-3) 
where r 1 is the distance along kt· We have 
(3.2-4) 
The density matrix equations are then solved to third-order by pertubation 
theory for an atom of velocity • to determine the induced polarizations at ~ and '->-t· 
P('->:! = 2'->- r.>4 ,9s) = _c -~-ia3(Ys)As + ,oc;(YH)A.;exp[i(~k)z]J 41rGJs 
xexp[i(c..>st- k 3 ·r)], 
(3.2-5} 
The velocity dependent coupling constants appearing in Eqs. (3.2-5) are given by 
-i CXo • iao 
«Xe(YN) = (6:.... II- ns·•N- i)' Gt-t(YN) = (6 +II- n..·'YN + i)' 






/w-k ·v 2 
~-k ·v I 
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atom w -k ·v 3 3 




(cS + II- n.·VN + i )[ 1 - ia(11- ~) + iaYN·(n. - Dt)](cS- II- ns·YN- i) 
+ i J (6 +II- Dt"YN + i)[l - ia(ll + ~> + ia~d14- D.2)](cS- II- ns·YN- i) • 
~A~;( i ~.(TN) = -2 -2- ( E. (15 + ~- nl·YN + i)[ 1 - ia(ll + t) + iaYN·(nl - ns)](15 + II- n.·'V'N + i) 
+ i 
(15- t- ~·YH + i)[l - ia(11- t) + iaYN·(D.2- n 3)](15 + v- n..·YH + i) 
+ (15 -II- ns·YN -i)[l - ia(v + ~) + iaVN·(n1 - ~)](15 + 11- ~~.t·VN + i) 
-i ~ 
+ (6- v- ns·YN- i)[l - ia(v- t) + iaYN·(ne - Ds)](15 + II-Dt"'V'N + i) ) • 
(3.2-6) 
where cS + t = (CJ1 - CJ0)T2 is the normalized detuning of the pump field E1 from line 
center. cS- t = (CJ2 - CJc)T2 is the normalized detuning of the pump field E2 from line 
center, 11 = (CJ4 - CJ)T2 is the normalized detuning of the signal frequency from the 
average pump frequency CJ, a= T1/T2 • E: = rfi!/T1T2J.42 is the line-center saturation 
intensity. ao = 41f~26N0T2ko/2n is the line-center homogeneous-broadening absorp-
tion coefficient of a gas with the same density as the subject gas, ko is the magnitude 
of the wave number at frequency CJc, 6k = (k4 + ks- k 1 - k 2) ·n.. . Dj = )Gc/c.>t is the 
normalized wave vector, and '9N = CJcT2v/c is the normalized velocity. 
3.3 Doppler Proftle 
The probability function for the velocity distribution is given by 
(3.3-1) 
where uN is the norma "lzed Doppler velocity spread. The macroscopic polarizations 
that are used in Maxwell's equations are deriyed by summing the contributions from 
all velocities v. The resulting expressions are identical with Eqs. (3.2-5) but with the 
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coupling constants a..('VN) . ~et('VN) replaced by their averages over all velocities. These 
are given by 
(3 .3-2} 
These coefficients are a function of 6, t, and v as well as the wave directions 
n 1 • na. ns. D.t· but no longer of YN· 
We will consider the integrations in Eqs. (3 .3-2) in the Doppler-broadened region 
(uN >> 1). The integrations for Glt can be expressed in terms of the plasma disper-
sion function 10 which is tabulated. The solutions for a.1 are given by 
(3.3-3) 
with the plasma dispersion ruction defined as 
1 - -.Z 
Z((") = ....;:;rf_ dx xe _ <" (3.3-4} 
for Im (" > 0. In this work the integrations are done numerically on an IBM 
370/3032 computer. 
The two dimensional integrations for 111 are very time consuming on the computer 
so we have obtained approximate analytic expressions for them. We assume that 
the signal and pump waves are in the x-z plane with the signal wave along the z 
direction as shown in Fig. 2 .2 . The gaussian distribution in Eq. (3.3-1) is modeled by 
the inverse of a sixth-order polynomial for the gaussian with the (vN)• dependence 
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and by the inverse of a fourth order polynomial for the gaussian with the (vN)s 
dependence. This is done because the (vN). integral is for a sharply peaked function 
times a gaussian so only the value of the gaussian near (VN)1 = 0 is important. On 
the other hand, the (vN)• integral consists of a slowly varying function tim.ee a gaus-
sian so we require a more accurate approximation for the gaussian function. The 
gaussian approximation 11 is given by: 
(3.3-5) 
where 
ac = 1.075871 ul a 1 = 1.679374 
a 2 = 2.002844 as = -0.06753022 
The integrations are done by contour integration. In the summation over the rest-
dues, only those residues with dominant poles closest to the origin are included. 
Fig . 3.2 shows the comparison between the gaussian distribution and the analytic 
approximation as a function of (vN)• for (vN). = 0. The solid curve plots a one dimen-
sional gaussian, normalized to unity at the origin, versus the normalized coordinate 
x = (vN).IuN. The open circles are the data points generated by the approximation 
in Eq. (3.3-5) The fit is excellent, differing by no more than 1~ over the range 
x=O ... x=1 and by no more than 0.01 in absolute value over the entire range of x in 
the figure. 
For small positive angles, the gaussian distribution in Eq. (3.3-1) is modeled by a 
polynomtal11 and used in Eqs. (3.3-2) to obtain the nonlinear coupling coefficients. 
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X 
Comparison of a gaussian, solid curve, with a polynomial fit given in Eq. 
(3.3-5), open circles. 
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)( ~ 1 [1 + 2ac2u.NSin(cp/2} + ia(e- v))[2 + 2c2u.Nsin(cp/2) + i(2d + e- v)] 
(3 .3-6} 
with 
c1 = 1.878693 cp 1 = 4.1182", 
c2 = 0.819668 'Pz = 51.7614", 
c9 = 0 .3937158, 
c. = 1.257383. 
For cp = 0", the coupling constants can be approximated by 
(3.3-7) 
3.4 Numerical ResultJI 
The coupling constants calculated in the previous section are used in the mode 
equations 
dAs • • dz =as~ + iiC:s.\4exp[i(6k)z]. 
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~ = -c4A; + i~e.Asexp( -i (t.k)z], (3.4-1) 
to describe the evolution of waves As and A;. 
We will study the frequency and angular dependencies of the reflected signal for 
the case of a single input wave A;(O). The reflection coefficient R was previously 
defined in Eq. (2.4-16) and can be approximated by 
(3.4-2) 
with 2aR = Re(as +a.} when phase mismatch constraints8 ·7 •12 can be neglected. The 
parameters are chosen to be a= 1/2, u.N = 100, 2LicT2 = 0.01. A1A2/El = 0.1, 
aoLv1f/u.N = 0.1. 
First we will consider the degenerate case, v = e = 0 . Fig. 3 .3 shows the refiection 
coefficient plotted versus sin rp (rp is the angle between k 1 and k.) for the case in 
which~= 0. The data points used to generate this figure were calculated by doing a 
numerical integration to determine ~ for the various angles. The integrations were 
done numerically by the computer since the analytic expression is not as accurate 
for large angles. Unfortunately this requires large amounts of computer time. The 
important observation to make is that for large rp , R is inversely proportional to the 
fourth power of u.N sinrp, in excellent agreement with the work of Wandzura13. For 
small angles, Fig. 3.4 shows the normalized reflectivity versus sin rp for several values 
ot the pump detuning d. This figure disagrees with the results presented by Wand-
zura, who used a simple formula to interpolate between his results at rp = oa and at 
large angles. The narrow field of view shown in this figure is inherent to any Doppler 
broadened system as a result of the angular bandwidth's being inversely propor-
tional to u.N. As d increases, the field of view does increase, but this is realized only 
with a concomitant decrease in the absolute value of R, as shown in Fig . 3 .5, where 
the reflection coefficient is plotted versus the detuning 15 for the case in which 




Refiectivity versus sin~ for ~ = 0 and v = 0. The curve is normalized to 












Reflectivity for degenerate four-wave mixing versus sin9' for several values 










Reftectivity for degenerate four-wave mixing versus pump detuning .S for 
the collinear case rp = oa. The curve ls normalized to unity at .S = 0. 
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rp = oa. From Fig. 3.5 , one notes that the reflectivity peaks on resonance, o = 0, and 
has a line shape determined by the homogeneous linewidth. Recent work by Elci and 
Rogovin 14 suggests that there should be a dip in the intensity of the phase conjugate 
wave at line center (o = 0). This prediction results from the incorrect method they 
used to include the effects of Doppler broadening on the third-order susceptibility. 
Elci and Rogovin account for the effects of Doppler motion by starting with x<3 ) cal-
culated for a stationary atom. They replace c.> with a Doppler-shifted 
frequency,c.>- kv in x<3 >, and integrate x<3> over the velocity profile. Their method is 
basically incorrect because it does not allow for the different Doppler shifts that the 
two pump waves and the two signal waves are observed to have in the frame of the 
atom. The various Doppler shifts depend on the propagation direction of the waves 
relative to the velocity v of a given atom. 
Since the reflectivity is the largest for ·the collinear geometry rp = 0°, the fre-
quency dependence (filter function) of R in the nondegenerate case will be studied 
for that geometry. The pump waves are still assumed to be degenerate (e = 0) . Fig. 
3.6 shows the reflection coefficient plotted versus signal detuning v for several 
, 
values of the pump detuning o. As o becomes larger, the reflectivity has a double-
peaked structure with the two peaks occurring near 1.1 = 0 and v = 2o. This has been 
observed in some recent experiments15 using sodium vapor as the Doppler-
broadened medium. The resonance at 1.1 = 0 arises when the pump wave A1 and the 
signal wave ~ interact with the same velocity group of atoms while the resonance at 
v = 2o occurs when the second pump wave A2 interacts with the same velocity group 
as the signal wave A4 . This structure is shown better in Fig. 3.7 , where R, normal-
ized to unity, is plotted versus 1.1- o. This behavior is unique to a Doppler-broadened 
system and does not appear in a system of stationary atoms. The frequency 
response suggests that an active narrow-bandwidth optical filter can be constructed 
using a Doppler-broadened system. The bandwidth of the filter depends on the 




Reflectivity versus signal detuning v for several values of the pump detun-
ing o. The curves are normalized to o = v = 0. 









Reflectivity versus the detuning v- ~ for several values of the pump 
detuning ~. All curves are normalized to unity at v- ~ = 0. 
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homogeneous linewidth and monotonically increases with pump detuning ~. 
We will now consider the etrect of letting the pump waves be nondegenerate with 
each other as well as with the signal wave . We'll still consider a collinear geometry. 
Fig. 3 .8 shows the normalized reflectivity versus signal detuning v for several values 
of the pump detuning t with~= 0. The important feature to notice is that the peak 
reflectivity is only slightly diminished as t increases, with the peak occuring at v = t . 
This corresponds to c.>4 = c.> 1. Physically this situation represents the case where the 
pump waves and signal wave are all resonant with a class of atoms moving with velo-
city 'VN = t D.t so in a frame moving with VN = t D.t the situation is identical to that of 
degenerate pump waves with c.>1 = c.>2 = c.>o- The decrease in reflectivity as t increases 
is due to the decreased probability of an atom having velocity 'VN = e D.t· By compari-
son. Fig. 3 .9 shows the normalized reflectivity versus v- ~for several values of the 
pump detuning «5 with t = 0. In this case, the pump frequencies are degenerate and 
the filter efficiency decreases very rapidly as 6 is increased and the filter bandwidth 
also increases quite dramatically with d. A comparison of these two figures shows 
how the use of nondegenerate pump frequencies can yield a narrow bandwidth opti-
cal filter which can be tuned over the Doppler profile without significant loss in 
efficiency. 
In the non-collinear geometry, Fig. 3.10 shows the normalized reflectivity versus 
signal detuning v for several values of sin~ with both pump waves tuned to line 
center, d = t = 0. The bandwith increases as uNsin(~/2), as is evident from Eq. (3.3-
6). The absolute value of the reflectivity decreases by a factor of ten from the col-
linear case for sin~ = .03. This indicates that the field of view of the filter is very 
limited because of the Doppler broadening.8.7 For sin~ = .03, Fig. 3.11 plots the nor-
malized reflectivity versus signal detuning 11 for several values of pump detuning t 
with c5 = 0 . Comparison with Fig. 3 .8 shows th~t the peak retlectivity also occurs at 
v = t with the bandwidth remaining a function of sin(~/2) but being independent of 
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Fig . 3 .8 Reflectivity versus signal detuning v for several values of the pump detun-
ing e with 15 = 0 for the collinear case rp = oa. All curves are normalized to 
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Fig. 3 .9 Retlectivity versus the detuning 11- ~ ~or several values of the pump 
detuning c7 with ~ = 0 tor the collinear case rp = o•. The curves are nor-















Fig . 3 .10 Retlectivity versus signal detuning v tor several values of sin9P. Both pump 
waves are tuned to line center, d = ~ = 0. All curves are normalized to 
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Fig. 3 .11 Retlectivity versus signal detuning v tor several values of the pump detun-
ing ~with 6 = 0 and sin9' = 0.03. All curves are normalized to ~ = v = 0 . 
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3.5 A llodillecl Filter 
Another interesting situation to consider is when one pump wave A1 and the sig-
nal wave At are fixed in frequency while the second pump wave Ae is varied in fre-
quency. As before, the phase conjugate signal As will be counterpropagating to A. 
since we assume the two pump waves A1 and A2 are counterpropagating. 
We will define ~. = (c..ll - c..lo)Ta. !S:z = (c..lz- CJo)T2 and v1 = (c..l4 - c..J1)T2 • All the previ-
ous definitions remain the same. 
Only the collinear geometry will be considered since this has the greatest phase 
conjugate efficiency. The solutions for G are given by 
(3 .5-1) 
For the case of a single input A.;(O), with A3 (L) = 0, and using the parameters of 
the previous section, Fig. 3 .12 shows the normalized reflectivity versus the pump 
detuning 152 tor several values of ~~ with v1 = 0. This condition, v1 = 0, corresponds to 
waves A1 and At being degenerate in frequency. The important observation to make 
is that the refiectivity has a peak at ~2 = ~1 • In a frame moving with VN = c51n. the 
situation is identical to that of degenerate pump and signal waves with 
In Fig. 3.13, c51 = 0 and the normalized refiectivity is shown versus the pump 
detuning ~2 for several values of v1 • A peak occurs for c5a = v1 but the peak ampli-
tude decreases rapidly with increased v1 and the bandwidth broadens considerably. 
This filter arrangement has the advantage that one laser can provide the pump 
wave A1 and the signal wave A.,. The second pump wave A2 can be an external signal 
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Fig. 3 .12 Reftectivity versus pump detuning 152 for several values of the pump 
det.uni-ng 61 with v1 = 0 for the collinear case rp = oa. All curves are nor-
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Fig. 3 .13 Reflectivity versus the pump detuning ~2 for several values of the signal 
detuning v1 with ~1 = 0 for the collinear case rp = 0°. The curves are nor-
malized to cS2 = v1 = 0. 
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which we are trying to tllter. In an experimental arrangement, the wave A. can be at 
a very small angle to A1 to provide isolation between the two waves. Spatial tuteri.ng 
of A. can help accomplish this. The tllter can have an entrance aperture which 
forces the external signal to be counterpropagating to A1• The central frequency of 
the filter's bandpass can be tuned over the Doppler profile with only a small 
decrease in efficiency as the waves become resonant with planes of atoms having 
nonzero velocity. We will then have an efficient tunable narrow-bandwidth optical 
filter which is highly directional. 
The t'llter described in the last section required two lasers to provide the pump 
waves, or some other means to provide the two frequencies needed by the pump 
waves, if we desired to tune the central bandpass of the tllter over the Doppler 
profile. However this filter has the advantage of phase conjugating the external sig-
nal which is being filtered. This allows the use of optical systems, such as those dis-
cussed in section 2.4, to obtain good signal to noise for the tllter. The filter dis-
cussed in this section would not have that property. 
3 .8 Conclusion 
The primary et!ects of Doppler broadening are to reduce the effective absorption 
cross section and to impart an angular dependence to the reflection coefficient. The 
angular dependence would severely limit the field of view of devices based on thia 
system. However, it is important to note that the linewidth of the redaction 
coefficient approaches the homogeneous linewidth at small angles. 
The frequency response of the Doppler-broadened system in the nondegenerate 
case demonstrates how four-wave mixing can yield an active narrow-bandwidth opti-
cal filter. In the case of degenerate pump waves, the filter has a bandpass which ls 
centered at the line-center frequency of the two-level system and whose bandwidth 
is limited by the homogeneous linewidth. However, by using pump waves of dit!erent 
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frequencies the optical filter demonstrated has a tuning range which extends over 
the whole Doppler protlle while still maintaining the same narrow linewidth and with 
only a small reduction in efficiency as compared to line center operation. 
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Chapter IV 
NONDEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE IIIXING IN A H01lOGENEOUSLY BROADENED 
T1fD-I.EVEL SYSTEil WITH SATURATING PUllP WAVES 
4.1 Introduction 
The last two chapters have dealt with phase conjugation via nondegenerate four-
wave mixing in a homogeneously broadened two-level system and then extended this 
treatment to include an inhomogeneously broadened system. In both cases the solu-
tions to the density matrix equations have been obtained by perturbation theory 
carried out to third-order1- 3 . In this chapter we will again consider the homogene-
ously broadened system but will generalize the solution to include all orders of the 
amplitudes of the strong pump fields and first-order in the amplitudes or the weak 
signal fields . As discussed briefiy in section 1.5 , Abrams and Lind4 ·:t have considered 
this problem for degenerate four-wave mixing. Several other authors8 ·7 have con-
sidered various aspects of the solution for the nondegenerate case. 
4.2 Sol'ri.og the Density llatri• Y.quatio~ 
As before the mixing involves two intense counterpropagating pump waves E 1 and 
E2 of the same frequency CJ and two weak counterpropagating waves E3 and E4 with 
frequencies CJs and CJ4 . The geometry of Yariv and Pepper8 shown in Figure 2 .2 is 
used. 
The fields are taken as plane waves : 
(4.2-1) 
where r 1 is the distance along kt· We have 
k 1 + k 2 = 0, CJs + CJ• = 2CJ. (4.2-2) 
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The density matrix equations are then solved to all orders in the amplitudes of 
the pump waves and first-order in the amplitudes of the weak signal fields. The solu-
lion is found by taking the Fourier transform of the density matrix equations 
dp21 . . u -( t)(p ) 1>21 ~ = -'1.c.>oP21 + 1.~ r, 11 - P22 - Tz 
d (p P ) _ 2,. u -( t) ( • ) (Pll - Paa) - (pH - P22)o 
- 11 - 22 - ':-t.i r P21 - P21 -dt tt ' Tt 
This is done by letting 
( (w - " 4)t • -( (w - w4)t P11 - P22 =Po + PA e + P11 e 
(4.2-3) 
(4.2-4) 
Substituting in Eqs . (4.2-3),equating the coefficients of the Fourier components, and 
neglecting higher order terms in the signal waves A3 and A. we can determine the 
induced polarizations at CJs and w4 . 
(4.2-5) 
The coupling constants appearing in Eqs . (4 .2-5) are given by 
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x [ 1 _ 2E:(1 - iav)(1 - io)[1 + i(6- v)] ] 
[ 1 + A"A(l - iv) ) 
E:(l -iav}[1 + i(6- v)][1 -i(6 + v)] 
x [ 1 _ 2E:(1 -iav)(1.+ io)[~ -i(6 + v)] ] 
( 1 + A A( 1 - "v) ] 
E:(l -iav)[1 + i(o- v)][1 -i(o + v)] 
~(k1 ·r) = 2ao( [1 - (iv)/2] ] . A1Ae . 1._ ( 6 - i )( 1 - i av) ( o - v - i) ( 6 + v + i} E: S 
" (k ·r) = 2 [ [1 - (iv)/2] ] . A;A; . .L 
4 1 ao (o + i)(1 -iav)(d- v -i)(t5 + v + i) E: s 
x[ 1 + A"A(1 -iv) J E:(l-iav)[1-i(o+ v)][1 +i(o-v)] (4.2-6) 
with 
(4.2-7) 
and where 6 = (r.J- r.Jo)T2 is the normalized detuning of the pump frequency from 
line center, v = (c.>4 - r.J)T2 is the normalized detuning of the signal frequency from 
the pump frequency, a= T1/T2 , E: = fl!/T1T2p,2 is the line-center saturation inten-
sity, ao = 41rp,26N0T2k0/2lr is the line-center homogeneous-broadening absorption 
coefficient of the subject gas, k 0 is the magnitude of the wave number at frequency 
r.Jo, and 6k = 2(r.J4 - r.J)/t:. 
The coupling coefficients have a DC spatial component as well as high frequency 
spatial components due to the A"A term in each coupling coefficient. Only the DC 
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component of the coupling coefiicients is phase matched and therefore of any 




with x = 2k1·r and 'tJ = 't'.z - ~· 
We can now determine the DC spatial component of a 1, let by integrating over x. 
1 21r 
a.; = -I CX:(x) dx 
21T 0 
1 21r ~ = -2 I ~e;(x) dx 1T 0 
(4.2-10) 
4.3 Coupled llode Equations 
The values of ~ and G calculated in Eqs. (4.2-10) can now be used in the coupled 
mode equations 
(4.3-1) 
The solutions to the above equations, given in Chapter II by Eqs. (2.4-13), describe 
the evolution of waves ~ and A;. 
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We will study the dependence of the refiected signal on the various parameters 
such as frequency, linear absorption and pump intensity for the case of a single 
input wave A;(O). As defined previously in Eq. (2 .4-16) the refiectivity R is 
(4.3-2) 
with its solution given by Eq. (2.4-17). 
First we will investigate the degenerate case and discuss several new phenomena 
which are predicted by our solution for R. This will be followed by an analysis of the 
nondegenerate case and a discussion of a variety of interesting phenomena associ-
ated with it. 
In the degenerate case, v = 0, Eqs. (4.2-6) are greatly simplified. These solutions 
for K1 and Clt reduce to those of Abrams and Lindu for the degenerate case of two 
equal intensity pump waves. The first part of the discussion will deal with maximiz-
ing the efficiency of the phase conjugate process. Then we will discuss several new 
phenomena which are predicted by our solution for R. 
Let us initially consider the case of equal intensity pump waves with 11 = 12 = I. 
Using Eqs. (4.2-10) to calculate "• we obtain 
• 2 ~ + i ---=-.::..I-~"':'::'" 
" = exo (1 + o2)1/2 (1 + t!- + 41)3/2 (4.4-1) 
For v = 0, we also note that " 3 = IC4 ="and a.3 =~=a.. Using Eq. (4.4-1), 1"1 can be 
maximized as a function of I for various values of ~. Taking the derivative of " with 
respect to 1 and setting this equal to zero we obtain a value of I = 1 ~ ~2 ;; Imu as 
the value of I which maximizes I "I· For small a.RL, R ~ I1CLI 2 and we expect R to 
achieve a maximum value when I" I does. For large a.RL. R has a more complicated 
dependence and may not have its peak exactly at I = Imu· 
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In Fig. 4.1 we show the I dependence of the reflectivity R by plotting R versus I for 
6 = 8 and several values of PoL. Po is the unsaturated off resonance absorption 
coefficient and is defined by 
(4.4-2) 
For 6 = 8, we can calculate Imax = 32.5 . Looking at Fig. 4.1. we observe that the 
reflectivity peaks near Imax and the value of I at the peak increases slightly with 
increasing PoL. For PoL= 1, the reflectivity has a peak value of R = 11 , which indi-
cates that we are in the gain regime. 
To further consider the requirements for achieving gain in this system, Fig. 4.2 
shows the reflectivity R plotted versus PoL for several values of o. For each value of o. 
I is chosen equal to Imax· The interesting thing to observe is that there is no gain for 
o = 0 but as o increases we observe gain and then oscillation. The oscillation 
becomes periodic as shown for o = B. The important conclusion to draw is that the 
pump waves should be detuned from line center to achieve maximum efficiency. 
To demonstrate power broadening of the reflectivity, Fig 4.3 has R plotted versus 
o for several values of I with exoL = 1. The curves are all normalized to unity at o = 0 . 
As I increases we observe that the bandwidth of R increases as the square root of I. 
This is for the case R < 1 and demonstrates the power broadening of IC. 
The first new phenomenon we have observed is a dip in the reflectivity at 6 = 0 
when R is plotted versus o. This is shown in Fig. 4.4 where we have a series of plots of 
R versus o for I = 100 and six different values of £X.0L. All the curves are normalized to 
unity at their .maximum. The magnitude of the dip increases for increasing exo. 
To explain this phenomenon recall that the reflectivity R can be approximated by 
(4.4-3) 
with 2£XR = Re(£Xs + CX..:) for R < 1. For small a.RL < 1, R ~ j~eLj 2 but for large a.RL > 1. 
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Fig. 4.2 Reflectivity versus the absorption coefficient {J0L for several values of cS. I 
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20 
Reflectivity versus the pump detuning o for several values of I. All the 
curves are normalized to unity at o = 0. 
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Fig . 4.4 Reflectivity versus the pump de~.uning 6 for several values of aoL. All the 
curves are normalized to unity at their maxima. 
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R Rl I -2" 1
2
• Now l~e I and aR both peak at o = 0, but suppose aR is a more sharply 
aR 
peaked function than l~el. If at o = 0, aRL is larger than unity then R Ri I __£_1 2 . As 
2aR 
I o I is increased the reflectivity will initially increase because aR will decrease faster 
than 1/CI. Eventually lol will increase to the point that aRL < 1, implying R Rl I/CLI 2 
and R will then decrease with increasing I o 1. The net result will be a dip at o = 0 
whose magnitude depends both on the relative dependences of /C and aR on o and the 
value of aRL at o = 0. The important criterion for observing a dip is that aR be more 
sharply peaked than IC around o = 0 . 
In Fig. 4.5, I JC I and aR are both plotted versus o for various values of I. The curves 
are all normalized to unity at o = 0 . In the unsaturated regime, I < 1, aR is broader 
than I /C I in its response. However, for I = 1 the responses are roughly the same and 
as we go into the saturated regime, I> 1, aR becomes more sharply peaked than 1"1 
and the differences in the responses increases with I. Therefore, in the saturated 
regime we would expect to see the dips shown in Fig. 4 .4. 
The second new phenomenon we have observed is a dip in the reflectivity at o = 0 
due to an asymmetry in the pump wave intensities. This is shown in Fig. 4.6 where 
the reflectivity R is plotted versus o for various values of I1. The product 11 · 12 = 104 
is kept constant and ~L = 1. The curves are normalized to unity for I1 = 100, o = 0 . 
As the asymmetry in the amplitudes of the pump waves increases we observe a 
decrease in the amplitude of R and a dip at o = 0 . We have chosen a 0L = 1 to distin-
guish this phenomenon from the previous one by insuring that we are in the regime 
where R Ri IJCLI 2 . To better demonstrate this, Fig. 4 .7 shows l~el plotted versus o for 
the same values of 11 . Again, the curves are normalized to unity at 
11 = 100 and o = 0. The response of I /C I is quite similar to R as we would expect. We 
can conclude that this phenomenc-n results from the manner in which the asym-
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Fig. 4.5 aR and I IC I plotted versus the pump detuning 6 for several values of I. All 
the curves arP. normalized to unity at c5 = 0. 





Refiectivity versus the: pump detuning o for several values or 11 with the 





Fig. 4 .7 I" I versus the pump dct.uning o fe-r several values of 11 with the product 
11 · 12 constant. The curves are normalized to o = 0 and 11 = 100. 
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4.5 Nondegenerate Four-Wave Mixing 
Having considered the degenerate case, we will now study the nondegenerate case, 
11 ~ 0 . The main phenomenon we observe is the generation of Rabi sidebands which 
are a result of the ac Stark effect. Some aspects of this phenomenon have been dis-
cussed by Harter and Boyd7 in their recent work. Our general solution agrees with 
their solution in the limit of equal intensity pump fields. However, as in the degen-
erate case, asymmetry in the pump waves has an important effect on the response 
of the system and is discussed in this chapter. 
Before we discuss the Stark effect let us first demonstrate that a narrow 
bandwidth optical filter can be constructed using nondegenerate four-wave mixing. 
Using some of the parameters from Fig. 4.1, {30L = 1 and o = 8, Fig. 4.8 shows the 
reflectivity plotted versus 11 for several values of I. All the curves are normalized to 
unity at 11 = 0. As I increases, the bandwidth narrows and achieves its minimum 
value for I= 36. If we recall Fig. 4.1, we see that I= 36 results in R reaching its max-
imum value of 11. Fig. 4 .8 demonstrates that this process can yield an optical filter 
whose bandwidth depends on the inverse of the lifetime T2 and which can be nar-
rowed even more by operating in the gain regime and taking advantage of the 
exponential dependence of R on !Cj. Having discussed the filter concept, we will spend 
the remainder of the chapter discussing the Stark effect. 
To understand the ac Stark effect consider a two-level system in the presence of 
an electromagnetic field, as discussed in section 2 .2. The total wavefunction of the 
system is 
(4.5-1) 









Fig. 4 .6 
2.5 
1/ 
Reflectivity versus the signal detuning v for several values of I with t5 = 6 
and PoL = 1. The curves are normalized to unity at v = 0. 
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(4.5-2) 
The total Hamiltonian of the two-level system is 
H =Ho + H (4.5-3) 
where the interaction Hamiltonian H is assumed to be of the dipole type 
H = -tzE:(t} (4 .5-4) 
with P the component of the dipole operator along the direction of the electric field 
E(t). 
The functions a 1 (t} and 8.2(t) represent the amplitude for the atom to occupy 
energy levels E 1 and E 2, respectively, at time t . 
The electric field E(t) is given by 
E(t) = *Ae~wt + c .c . (4.5-5) 
For simplicity we will assume that A is real and represents the amplitude of the elec-
tric field at the location of an atom which is fixed in space. 
The Schrodinger equation is given by 
iff~~ =Hi'. (4.5-6} 
Substituting the total wavefunction, Eq. (4.5-1), into the Schrodinger equation, we 
then multiply both sides of the equation by 1/1~ and integrate ever the atomic coordi-
nates. Neglecting nonresonant terms we obtain 
ilrdal = -a I!:A. eiAwt 
dt 2 2 (4.5-7) 
with fHJ• c.J- c.Jo << c.Jo and J.1. • < -;1 IPI1/12> = < 1/12ltil1'1>. A similar procedure yields 
. da2 nA 
'l.n-- = -al c:.:.. e-tAwt 
dt 2 (4.5-d) 
The Rabi frequency 0 is defined as 
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0 =~. li 
The coupled equations for a 1(t) and a2(t) can now be written as 
da1 _ iO ,4"' 
--- --a2 e dt 2 
da2 _ iO --"6~ 
--- --a1 e dt 2 
(4.5-9) 
(4.5-10) 
We will assume that the atom is initially in the ground state, a 1(0) = 1, a 2(0) = 0 , 
and solve for the subsequent behavior of the atom. The solutions for a 1 and a 2 are 
+ v(~w)2 + 0 2 + ~w e --"( -~ + tvc.aw)* + 0 *Jt 
2V(~w)2 + 0 2 
We can define a generalized Rabi frequency 0 1 
(4.5-11) 
(4.5-12) 
Using 0 1 in the expressions for a 1 and a 2 , the total wavefunction ir can be written as 
ir= 




g .. n 0 + 6,c,) --( [ - 1 - 22.. + ::.&..]t 
1 ..~.e Jr 2 2 
20 .,1 
I 
g .. a 0 --"[ _!., + ~- :.:.L]t +--'~he 11: 2 2 
:an, 
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8 A 0 0 -i [ _!_ + ...!!.. + .::.&.]t 
_ --1ze 1r 2 a 
20, (4.5-13) 
Looking at the time dependence of + we can interpret the results as meaning the 
ground state is split into two energy levels E( and E1 with 
E1 = El - *lr(O I+ A~) . (4.5-14) 
The ground state splitting, E t - E 1 = ff 0 1 . The excited state is split into two 
energy levels E{ and Ei with 
E/ = Ea + *n(0 1 +A~) 
(4.5-15) 
The excited state splitting, E{ - Ei = ~ 1 . The coefficients of 1n can be interpreted 
as the amplitudes to be in each of these four states. 
There are four possible dipole transitions with energy separations given by 
Et -E1 = n(~ + n,) 
Ei -E( = fr(~ -0 1 ) 
Ei - E1 = ffi.> (4.5-16) 
To simplify the discussion we can define a normalized Rabi frequency 
va = o, T2. (4.5-17) 
Now, let us consider nondegenerate fol!r-wave mixing. We will assume that the 
strong pump waves at frequency C., cause the ac Stark effect. Then we would expect a 
resonance in the reflectivity R when 11 = 0, ± va as well as the usual resonances at ± cS 
which have been discussed in Chapter II. Th.e case 11 = 0 corresponds to the signal 
waves and pump waves all belng resonant with one transition, while the cases 
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v = ± va correspond to the situation in which each of the four waves is resonant with 
a different transition. This is better illustrated in Fig. 4.9 where we show the energy 
levels of the two-level system in the presence of strong pump waves which cause a 
splittinc li'O 1 in both the ground state and the excited state. This figure shows the 
case c.>4 = c.> + 0 •· c.>s = c.> - 0 1 , which i..m.plies a resonance at v = VJl. 
To relate the Rabi frequency to the pump wave amplitude in the case of four-
wave mixing, we will consider equal amplitude pump waves such that A is given by 
Eqs. (4.2-7) . From Eq. (4.2-9) and the definition of E: we have 
p.A.Tz 2 21 I -fi- I = -;:- [ 1 + cos(x + '\)) ] . (4.5-18) 
Now, the most probable value of a cosine is at its maximum or minimum so we can 
expect the right side of Eq. (4.5-18) to have either 0 or 41/a as its most probable 
value. Since 0 results in no Stark splitting we expect the Stark splitting to be such 
that 
(4.5-19) 
Having described the Stark effect we will now consider the calculated reflectivity and 
compare it with our model. 
Considering the case of equal intensity pump waves first, we chose the 
parameters to be a 0L = 1, I= 100, T1/T2 = 1/2. Figs . 4 .10 (a} - (d) show the 
retiectivity R versus 11 for various values of 6. In this series of plots we observe a 
peak at 11 = 0 and side peaks at 11 = ± 28.06 which grow in amplitude and shift slightly 
as 6 is increased. These are the side bands due to the ac Stark effect. In addition, we 
have peaks at v = ± 6. This five peak structure has been observed recently9. 
From Eq. (4.5-19) we expect the side peaks to occur at VA= 28.28. Fig. 4 .11 shows 
the value of 11, at the side peaks. plotted· versus I. The solid line is the calculated 
Fig. 4 .9 
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Fig. 4 .10 (a) Reflectivity versus signal detuning v tor various values of 15. 
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Fig. 4.10 (d) Retlectivity versus signal detuning v tor vartous values of tS. 
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Fig. 4.11 Calculated Rabi frequency IIR· solid line, and measured sideband v..,. open 
circles •. plotted versus I. 
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value va. while the open circles gives the value of v at the side peaks which is deter-
mined by calculating R versus v and measuring where R has a local maximum. We 
will define this measured value of v as v8Jl. The agreement between vsp and Va is 
excellent. We have also compared vsp with va as a function of o and T1/T2 and also 
obtain excellent agreement. 
Figs. 4 .12 (a) - (c) show R plotted versus v tor several values of 11 with 11 · 12 = 104 
and the other parameters unchanged from the previous figure. As 11 increases, the 
amplitude of the central peak diminishes . This peak then splits into two peaks whose 
separation increases with 11 . 
We can understand this double peaked structure in each sideband by recalling Eq. 
(4.2-9), which gives the standing wave pattern for the pump wave intensity. In the 
case of asymmetric pump wave amplitudes, this equation results in a modification 
of Eq. (4.5-18) to 
(4.5-20) 
Again using the fact that the cosine function has ± 1 as its most probable value, we 
expect that the normalized Rabi frequency va will be given by 
(4.5-21) 
Defining va to be the positive root, the resonances occur at v = ± Va with va being 
double valued. Taking the case I1 = 400, 12 = 25; this gives va = 21.21 and 35.36, 
which agrees very well with the position of the peaks at Vsp = 22.23 and 34.72 , which 
are observed in Fig. 4 .1 2 (c) . For the values shown in Figs . 4 .12 (a) - (c) , the 
observed peaks coincide quite closely with the resonances expected from the calcu-































Reflectivity versus signal detuning v for several values of 11 with 









Fig. 4 .12 (b) 
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Reflectivity versus signal detuning v for several values of 11 with 
6 = 0. 
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Ftg . 4.12 (c) 
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Retlectivity versus signal detuning v for several values of 11 with 
cS = 0. 
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4.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a very general solution, which includes the etfect of 
saturating pump waves, for nondegenerate four-wave mixing in a homogeneously 
broadened two-level system. In the degenerate case, we have presented several new 
phenomena. The tlrst phenomenon is a dip in the retlectivity at line-center due to 
the relative power-broadened linewidths of the linear absorption coefficient and the 
nonlinear(third order) susceptibility. The second interesting phenomenon also man-
ifested itself as a dip in the retlectivity at line-center, but was a result of using pump 
waves of ditferent amplitude. In the latter situation, the reflection coefficient 
depends primarily on IC, the nonlinear coupling coefficient, and it is ~e's dependence 
on the asymmetric pump fields that results in the dip. 
In the nondegenerate case, we presented the dependence of the reflection 
coefficient on v, the signal detuning, and demonstrated a narrow bandwidth optical 
filter which has an efficiency greater than unity. We then considered in greater 
detail the ac Stark eflect and how it generates sidebands in the filter response whose 
location depends on the pump wave intensities. These could be used to construct a 
tunable tl..lter which utilizes this effect to control the frequency of the central 
bandpass of the filter. As a spectroscoptc tool we could use the location of the Rabi 
sidebands as a measure of the dipole moment of the atom. Regardless of the actual 
application. we have explained quite thoroughly the ac Stark effect and its impor-
tance in nondegenerate four-wave mixing. 
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Cb.apterV 
SODIUil AS A NONUNEAR lflmiUil 
5.1 lntroclucUou 
The last several chapters have discussed the theoretical solutions to phase conju-
gation in a two level system which is both homogeneously broadened 1 and inhomo-
geneously broadened2·s. In this chapter we will look at sodium vapor and see how it 
models a two level system and examine some of the differences between a real 
atomic system and the theoretical model. We are considering sodium because that 
is the material used as the nonlinear medium in our experiments. At the end of the 
chapter we will discuss other materials which better model a two level system and 
which may be more suitable to use as the nonlinear medium. 
5.2 Energy I..eftla of Sodium 
First we will look at the energy levels for the 3S - 3P transition with which the 
lasers will be resonant. Spin-orbit coupling splits the 3P energy level into two levels; 
3P112 and 3P312. The resulting transitions, 3S112 - 3P112 and 3S112 - 3P312• are at 
5896 J.. and 5890 J... respectively". 
Sodium has one naturally occuring 1sotope15 • Na23 , which has a nuclear spin 
I= 3/2. The nuclear spin causes a hyperfine splitting8•7 of the ground state 3S112 
into levels 3S112(F = 2) and 3S112(F = 1). In addition these levels are divided into 
2F + 1 Zeeman sublevels with mp =F. F- 1 ..... -F where mp is the eigenvalue of the z 
component of the total spin operator F. This makes a total of eight levels for the 
ground state. 
The excited state 3P112 is split into two hyperfine levels8 3P112(F = 2) and 
3P112(F = 1) while the other excited state 3P31a is split into four hyperfine levels9 
3P312(F = 3), 3P312(F = 2}, 3Ps12(F = 1}, and 3P3/2(F = 0}. Taking the Zeeman 
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structure into account, the 3P excited state is split into twenty four excited states. 
Figure 5.1 shows the relevant energy levels of the sodium atom. 
5.3 Wa...afunct.iou. for Sodium 
In order to calculate the transition rates between the various ground states and 
excited states of sodium we need to know the wavefunctions for these various states. 
We will assume that I. Ia, L, I.. S, s. are all good operators to express the wavefunc-
tions in terms of . I is the nuclear spin operator, L is the total angular momentum 
operator, S is the electron spin operator, I.,etc.,are the operators for the z com-
ponents of the various spin operators. 
For the S ground state 
I= 3/2 L = 0 S = 1/2 J = 1/2 
First we will consider the F = 2 hyperfine state. 
I F = 2 M = 2 > s = I Mr = 3/2 Mt = 0 Ms = 1/2 > s 
I F = 2 M = 1 > s = ~ ( v3 I 1/2 0 1/2 > s + I 3/2 0 -1/2 > s) 
1 I F = 2 M = 0 > s = v'2 ( I -1/2 0 1/2 > s + I 1/2 0 -1/2 > s) 
I F = 2 M = -1 > s = ~ ( ..J3 I -1/2 0 -1/2 > s + I -3/2 0 1/2 > s ) 
I F = 2 M = -2 > s = I -3/2 0 -112 > s 
For the F = 1 hyperfine level we have 
I F = 1 M = 1 > s = ~ ( I 1/2 0 1/2 > s- v'3 I 3/2 0 -1/2 > s) 
I F = 1 M = 0 > s = ~ ( I -1/2 0 1/2 > s- I 1/2 0 -1/2 > s) 
I F = 1 M = -1 > s = ~ ( ..J3 I 3/2 0 -1/2 > s. - I 1/2 0 1/2 > s) 
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• 5.97A 










For the P:vz excited state 
L = 3/2 L = 1 S = 1/2 J = 3/2 
We will n.rst consider the F = 3 hypertlne level 
I F = 3 M = 3 > P:va = I 3/2 1 1/2 > P:va 
IF= 3 M = 2 >p:VI = ~ ( "'-J I 1/2 1 1/2 >p3.18 +~I 3/2 0 1/2 >p:VI 
+ I 3/2 1 -1/2 > P:va) 
IF= 3 M = 1 >p:VI = ~ (I -1/2 1 1/2 >p:VI + .1- I 3/2 -1 1/2 >p:VI 
+~I 3/2 0 -1/2 >p3/l +~I 1/2 0 1/2 >p:VI 
+ 11/2 1 -1/2 > P:va) 
1 I F = 3 M = 0 > P:va = 2v'5 ( I -3/2 1 1/2 > p 3/ 1 +...!! I -1/2 0 1/2 > P:va 
+ ~ I -1/2 1 -1/2 > P:va + ..J3 I 1/2 -1 1/2 > P:va 
+...!! I 1/2 0 -1/2 > P:va + I 3/2 -1 -1/2 > p 3/ 1 ) 
1 I F = 3 M = -1 > P:va = v'5 ( I 1/2 -1 -1/2 > P:va 
+ -
1
- 1 -3/ 2 1 -1/ 2 > P + - n I -3/2 o 1/2 > p ~ ~ v~ ~ 
+ ...;z I -1/2 0 -1/2 > p3/l + l-1/2 -1 1/2 > P:vl) 
1 I F = 3 M = -2 > P:va = v6 ( ~ I -1/2 -1 -1/2 > P:va 
+ ....12 I -3/2 0 -1/2 > P:va + I -3/2 -1 1/2 > P:va) 
I F = 3 M = -3 > P:va = I -3/2 -1 -1/2 > P:va 
For the F = 2 hypern.ne level we have 
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I F = 2 M = 2 > p~· = Js ( ..J.3 I 1/ 2 1 1/ 2 > P:v. - ~ I 3/ 2 0 1/2 > P:v. 
- l 3/2 1 -1/2 > p~·) 
I F = 2 M = 1 > p~1 = ~ ( ..J.3 l -1/2 1 1/2 > P:va- I 3/2 -1 1/2 > P:va 
-v2 I 3/2 0 -1/2 >P:va) 
I F = 2 M = 0 > p~1 = ~ ( I -3/2 1 1/2 > P~v• + ~ I -1/2 0 1/2 > p~l'l 
1 1 +-I -1/2 1 -1/2 >p --I 1/2 -1 1/2 >p ~ :VI ~ ~1'1 
-- n 1 v2 o -1/2 > p - 1 3/2 -1 -1/2 > P:v- > ~ ~ ~~· ~ 
I F = 2 M = -1 > P:va = Ja ( -...13 I 1/2 -1 -1/2 > p~1 
+ I -3/2 1 -1/2 > P:va + v'2 I -3/2 0 1/2 > P:ve) 
I F= 2 M = -2 >p:va = Ja ( -..J3 I -1/2 -1 -1/2 >p:v1 
+ ~ I -3/2 0 -1/2 > p~2 + I -3/2 -1 1/2 > p~2 ) 
For the F = 1 hyperfine level we have 
1 I F = 1 M = 1 > p~1 = ..JIO ( ~ I -1/2 1 1/2 > P:ve + I 3/2 -1 1/2 > P:va 
+ ~ I 3/2 0 -1/2 > P:va- z;: I 1/2 0 1/2 > P:ve 
2 
- ~ I 1/2 1 -1/2 >P:vz) 
I F = 1 M = 0 > p~1 = 2~ ( 3 I -3/2 1 1/2 > P:va-~ I -1/2 0 1/2 > P:va 
--~ J-1/2 1 -1/2>p --~ ll/2 -1 1/2>p:va 
Vo.l :VI ":'o.l 
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-~I 112 o -112 >p~• + 3 1 3/2 -1 -112 >pa.r~) 
I F = 1 M = -1 > p = - 1 - ( v'J I 1/2 -1 -1/2 > p 
:VI ~ :VI 
+ I -3/2 1 -1/2 > p 3,.. + ..J2 I -3/2 0 1/2 > p~1 
2~ 2 
- -- I -112 o -112 > p - - I -112 -1 112 > p ) v'J :VI ~ :VI 
For the F = 0 hyperfine level we have 
I F = 0 M = 0 > p~1 = ~ ( I -3/2 1 1/2 > P:va-~ I -1/2 0 1/2 > P:v. 
1 1 
- - I -112 1 -112 > P + - I 112 -1 112 > p v'J :VI ~ :VI 
+ ~ I 1/2 0 -1/2 > P:va - I 3/2 -1 -1/2 > P:v. } 
5.4 Spont.aneoWI Km.ission Rates for SodiUDl 
Now that we have the wavefunctions for the 3S ground states and 3P excited 
states we will look at the various paths by which an excited state can decay to the 
ground state and the various probabilities for that to happen. 
Let us write the position vector for the outer electron of the sodium atom as 
(5.4-1) 
where 
r 0 = z r + = ~ ( x + i y ) r _ = ~ ( x - i y ) (5.4-2) 
and 
(5.4-3) 
with es being unit vectors in the i direction. 
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For sodium the matrix element 11 
I < 3P, m = 0 I ro I 3S > I = 2.51a0 • z0 (5.4-4) 
where ao i• the Bohr radiu• and we are lookiil.J only at the spatial part of the 
wavefunction and neglecting the electron spin and the nuclear spin. Likewise 
I < 3P, m = 1 I r+ I 3S > I = Zo = I < 3P, m = -1 I r_ I 3S > I 
Let us detlne 
#Lr2 = e2 I < r > 12 12 
where e is the electron charge and 
I < r > 11 12 = I ro I ~2 + I r + lla + I r- llz 




We can now calculate the branching ratios for the various excited states using the 
wavefunctions or the previous section and the above matrix elements. 
TRANSITION 
3Ps1a(F = 3, m = 3) 
3P512(F = 3, m = 2) 
3P:vz(F = 3, m = 1) 














3S112(F = 2. m = 2) 1 
3Slla(F = a. m = 2) 1/3 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 2/3 
3S112(F = 2, m = 2) 1/15 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) B/15 
3S112(F = 2, m = 0) 6/15 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 1/5 
3S112(F = 2 , m = 0) 3/5 
3S112(F = 2, m = -1) 1/5 
3S112(F = 2, m = 2) 1/3 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 1/6 
3S112(F = 1. m = 1) 1/2 
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3Ps,~a(F = 2, m = 1) ... 3Suz(F = 2, m = 2) 1/6 
... 3S1/2(F = 2, m = 1) 1/12 
... 3S1.~2 (F = 2, m = 0) 1/4 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 1, m = 1) 1/4 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 1, m = 0) 1/4 
3P:~112(F = 2, m = 0) ... 3Sl/2 (F = 2, m = 1) 1/4 
... 3S1/2(F = 2, m = 0) 0 
... 3S1/2(F = 2 , m = -1) 1/4 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 1. m = 1) 1/12 
... 3St/2(F = 1, m = 0) 1/3 
.... 3S1/2(F = 1, m = -1) 1/12 
3P3,~2(F = 1, m = 1) ... 3Sl/2 (F = 2, m = 2) 1/ 10 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 2 , m = 1) 1/20 
... 3S1/ 2 (F = 2, m = 0) 1/60 
... 3S1/2(F = 1, m = 1) 5/12 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 1, m = 0) 5/12 
3P3,~2(F = 1. m = 0) .... 3Sl/2 (F = 2 , m = 1) 1/20 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 2, m = 0) 1/15 
.... 3S1/2(F = 2. m = -1) 1/20 
.... 3Sl/2 (F = 1. m = 1) 5/12 
... 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) 0 
.... 3Sl/2 (F = 1, m = -1) 5/12 
3P:v2 (F = 0, m = 0) ... 3Sl/2 (F = 1. m = 1) 1/3 
... 3S1/2(F = 1, m = 0) 1/3 
... 3Sl/2 (F = 1, m = -1) 1/3 
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3Pu2 (F = 2, m = 2) ..... 3Su2 (F = 2, m = 2) 1/3 
..... 3St/2(F = 2, m = 1) 1/6 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 1) 1/2 
3Pu2 (F = 2, m = 1) ..... 3S112(F = 2. m = 2) 1/6 
..... 3S112(F = 2 , m = 1) 1/12 
..... 3S112(F = 2, m = 0) 1/4 
..... 3Su2(F = 1, m = 1) 1/4 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) 1/4 
3P112(F = 2, m = 0) ..... 3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 1/4 
..... 3S112(F = 2 , m = 0) 0 
..... 3St12 (F = 2. m = -1) 1/4 
..... 3Su2 (F = 1, m = 1) 1/12 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) 1/3 
..... 3Su2(F = 1, m = -1) 1/12 
3P112(F = 1, m = 1) ..... 3S112 (F = 2, m = 2) 1/2 
..... 3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 1/4 
..... 3S112(F = 2, m = 0) 1/12 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 1) 1/12 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) 1/12 
3P112(F = 1, m = 0) ..... 3St12 (F = 2. m = 1) 1/4 
..... 3S112 (F = 2, m = 0) 1/3 
.... 3S112 (F = 2, m = -1) 1/4 
..... 3Su2(F = 1. m = 1) 1/12 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) 0 
..... 3S112(F = 1, m = -1) 1/12 
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5.5 Absorption Cross Section for Sodill.IIl 
Now that we know the spontaneous emission rates for the 3P excited state, we 
need to know the stimulated absorption rates in the presence of an applied elec-
tromagnetic field which is either circularly or linearly polarized. Let us define 
J..Li2 = e2 I < r · e:t > 12 12 (5 .5-1) 
The normalized absorption cross section ACS, defined as J..Lt2/e2z8. will now be con-
sidered fori= +. Using the wavefunctions previously calculated we obtain 
TRANSITION 
3S112(F = 2, m = 2) 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) 
3S112(F = 2, m = 0) 
3S112(F = 2, m = -1) 



















3P312(F = 3, m = 3) 
3P312(F = 3, m = 2) 
3P312(F = 2, m = 2) 
3Pl/2(F = 2, m = 2) 
3P312(F = 3, m = 1) 
3Ps;2(F = 2, m = 1) 
3P312(F = 1, m = 1) 
3P112(F = 2, m = 1) 
3P112(F = 1, m = 1) 
3P312(F = 3, m = 0) 
3P312(F = 2, m = 0) 
3P312(F = 1, m = 0) 
3Pl/2(F = 2, m = 0) 
3P112(F = 1, m = 0) 
3P312(F = 3, m = -1) 
3P312(F = 2, m = -1) 
3P312(F = 1, m = -1) 





















... 3Pu1 (F = 1, m = -1) 1/2 
3S11a(F = 1, m = 1) ... 3P:va(F = 2, m = 2) 1/2 
... 3Pu2(F = 2, m = 2) 1/2 
3Sv1 (F = 1, m = 0) ... 3Ps/2(F = 2. m = 1) 1/4 
... 3Ps/2(F = 1, m = 1) 5/12 
... 3P1/2(F = 2, m = 1) 1/4 
... 3P1/2(F = 1, m = 1) 1/12 
3S112(F = 1, m = -1) ... 3Ps/2(F = 2, m = 0) 1/12 
... 3Ps/2(F = 1, m = 0) 5/12 
... 3P3.12(F = 0, m = 0) 1/3 
... 3Pu2(F = 2, m = 0) 1/12 
... 3P1/2(F = 1, m = 0) 1/12 
The normalized absorption cross section ACS will now be considered for i = 0. 
Using the wavefunctions previously calculated we obtain 
TRANSITION 
3Svz(F = 2 , m = 2) 
3S 1/2(F = 2, m = 1) 












3Ps/2(F = 3, m = 2) 
3P3/2(F = 2, m = 2) 
3P1/ 2 (F = 2, m = 2) 
3P:I/ 2 (F = 3, m = 1) 
3P3/2(F = 2, m = 1) 
3Ps/2 (F = 1, m = 1) 
3Pvz(F = 2, m = 1) 
3Pl/2 (F = 1. m = 1) 
3Ps/2(F = 3, m = 0) 
3Ps/2(F = 2, m = 0) 














... 3Plle(F = 2, m = 0) 0 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = 0) 1/3 
3Su1 (F = 2, m = -1) ... 3P312(F = 3, m = -1) B/15 
... 3Ps/2(F = 2 , m = -1) 1/12 
... 3P312(F = 1, m = -1) 1/20 
... 3P112(F = 2. m = -1) 1/12 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = -1) 1/4-
3Sl/2 (F = 2, m = -2) ... 3P:312(F = 3, m = -2) 1/3 
... 3P312(F = 2, m = -2) 1/3 
... 3Pu2(F = 2, m = -2) 1/3 
3Su2 (F = 1. m = 1) ... 3P312(F = 2, m = 1) 1/4-
... 3P312(F = 1, m = 1} 5/12 
... 3Plle(F = 2. m = 1) 1/4-
... 3P112(F = 1. m = 1} 1/12 
3Su2(F = 1. m = 0) ... 3P312(F = 2, m = 0) 1/3 
... 3P312(F = 1, m = 0) 0 
... 3P312(F = 0, m = 0) 1/3 
... 3Pl/2(F = 2, m = 0) 1/3 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = 0) 0 
3Su2 (F = 1, m = -1) ... 3P312(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4-
... 3P512(F = 1, m = -1) 5/12 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4-
... 3P112(F = 1. m = -1} 1/12 
For 1 = -, we will now consider lhe normalized absorption cross section ACS. 
Using the wavefunctions previously calculated we obtain 
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TRANSITION ACS 
3S112(F = 2, m = -2) ... 3P:v2(F = 3 , m = -3) 1 
3S112(F = 2, m = -1) ... 3P512(F = 3, m = -2) 2/3 
... 3P512(F = 2, m = -2) 1/8 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = -2) 1/8 
3S112(F = 2, m = 0) ... 3P312(F = 3, m = -1) 8/15 
... 3P512(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4 
... 3P512(F = 1. m = -1) 1/60 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = -1) 1/12 
3S112(F = 2, m = 1) ... 3P512(F = 3, m = 0) 1/5 
... 3P512(F = 2, m = 0) 1/4 
... 3P512(F = 1, m = 0) 1/20 
... 3P112(F = 2 , m = 0) 1/4 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = 0) 1/4 
3S112(F = 2, m = 2) ... 3P512(F = 3, m = 1) 1/15 
... 3P512(F = 2, m = 1) 1/6 
... 3P512(F = 1, m = 1) 1/10 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = 1) 1/8 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = 1) 1/2 
3S112(F = 1, m = -1) ... 3P312(F = 2, m = -2) 1/2 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = -2) 1/2 
SS112(F = 1, m = 0) ... 3P512(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4 
... 3P312(F = 1, m = -1) 5/12 
... 3P112(F = 2, m = -1) 1/4 
... 3P112(F = 1, m = -1) 1/12 
3S1/ 1 (F = 1, m = 1) 
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~ 3P3/1 (F = 2, m = 0) 
~ 3P:ve(F = 1, m = 0) 
~ 3P3/2(F = 0, m = 0) 
.. 3Pu2(F = 2, m = 0) 
_. 3P1/a(F = 1, m = 0) 






In our experiments, sodium vapor is the nonlinear medium. It ill obtained by put-
ting a piece of sodium metal in the sidearm of an evacuated cylindrical quartz cell. 
The cell is wrapped with heater wire which heats the cell to provide the sodium 
vapor . Sodium has a melting point of 372° K. The equilibrium between the liquid 
and vapor phases of sodium is given by 
log10 p = 10.66423-
561~406 - 1.04111log10 T + 3.45 x 10-e T (5.6-1) 
where pis in torr and Tis~ degrees Kelvin11 • Using this vapor pressure the atomic 
density is 
N = 9.66 X 1018 F· (5.6-2) 
The table below gives some examples of pressure and density Ln the temperature 
range of interest tor our experiments. 
T(°C) p(torr) N(cm-3) 
100 1.33 X 10-? 3.43 X 108 
150 7.03 X 10-e 1.60 X 1011 
200 1.59 X 10-4 3 .24 X 1011 
250 1.96 x ta-s 3.61 X 1018 
300 1.54 x to-a 2.60 X 1014 
350 8.65 X 10-2 1.34 X 10111 
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400 3.74X 10-l 5.36 X 10115 
5.7 Linewidth. of Sodium 
Using the matrix element JJ.fz defined in section 5.4, the spontaneous transition 
rate can be calculated from 
w = 641T4 J.'~z (wo)3 c 
3 he (hc)3 (5.7-1) 
Simplifying this formula we obtain 
W = 2.67 x 109 (zo)2 ( Wo )s 
sec (ao)2 13.6eV (5.7-2) 
For the 3S- 3P transition in sodium. W = .623 x 108/sec, using the value of z0 from 
section 5.4 . . This gives a natural lifetime of 7' = 1/W = 16 x 10-e sec. 
The naturallinewidth, full width halt maximum , is 
1 !>. liN= -- = 10 MHz 
21T7' 
(5.7-3) 
The other important linewidth to consider is the Doppler linewidth. The full width 
at half maximum for the Doppler profile in frequency space is given by 
(5 .7-4) 
with v0 = (O)o/21T , T is the temperature of the gas, and M is the mass of one sodium 
atom. This can be simplified to give 
/). 1.1J = 2Vo ( 3.58 X 10-?) ~ (5.7-5) 
with T in aK. M in atomic mass units, and !>. vn and v0 in Hz. 
If we consider the gas to have a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution of velocities we 
can calculate the average speed of an atom which is constrained to a plane. This 
speed gives us a good indication of the speed at which atoms are moving perpendicu-
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lar to a laser beam incident on the gas. The average speed vis given by 
This can be simplified to give 
- - J1i1{T' 
v=-y2M 
v = 1.143 x 104 em/sec ~ 
where T is in degrees Kelvin and M is in atomic mass units. 
(5.7-6) 
(5 .7-7) 
Some examples of Doppler linewidths at various temperatures as well as the aver-
age speed of an atom in a plane are given below for sodium. 
T(°C) ll Vn (GHz) v (em/sec) 
100 1.47 4.60 X 104 
150 1.56 4.90 X 104 
200 1.65 5.18 X 104 
250 1.74 5.45 X 104 
300 1.82 5.71 X 104 
350 1.90 5.95 X 104 
400 1.97 6.16 X 104-
5.8 Hyperfine Optical Pmnping 
As is already evident, the 3S - 3P transition in sodium is anything but a two level 
transition. The major problem in using sodium is that the hyperftne optical pump-
ing transfers the population of the ground state resonant with the laser into the 
other ground state. 
The two ground state hyperftne levels6 •7are separated by 1.77 GHz, which is much 
larger than the natural linewidth of sodium and even larger than the Doppler 
linewidth at the temperatures of interest. This means that a laser can be tuned 
between only one hyperfine level of the ground state and the excited states . Except 
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for the case of using circularly polarized light, e+, to excite the 
3S1/ 2{F = 2, m = 2) -+ 3Ps/2{F = 3, m = 3) transition · or e_ light to excite the 
3S1n{F = 2, m = -2) .... 3P3n(F = 3, m = -3) transition, all the Zeeman sublevels of 
the ground state will be excited to the 3P states which will populate both the 
F = 2 and F = 1 ground states after several absorptions. Atoms which populate the 
,_ 
ground state the laser is not resonant with are lost to any nonlinear interaction 
such as phase conjugation. 
To demonstrate the problems of optical pumping, we will consider the case of a 
laser linearly polarized with its electric field along the z direction. The laser will be 
tuned to the 3Su2{F = 2) .... SPv2{F = 2) transition. We will neglect Doppler effects 
and assume that the laser is resonant only with this transition and all other stimu-
lated transitions have zero probability of occurring. 
The laser intensity will be I. the line center absorption cross-section · a, the 
natural lifetime T and hv will be the energy of a laser photon. The ground state 
populations are denoted by 
Gil = 3S1/2{F = i, m = j) {5.8-1) 
and the excited state populations by 
Eil = 3Px/2{F = i, m = J) (5 .8-2) 
We will assume an initial population of one atom in each Zeeman sublevel of the 
ground state. The excited states will be unpopulated. Using the stimulated and spon-
taneous transition rates derived in earlier sections, the rate equations become 
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dE2- 1 1 al E2-1 
dt = 12 hv (Gz-1 - E2-d- -~-
dE2-2 1 al ( E2-2 
dt = 3 hv G2-2 - Ez-2] - -~-
dG20 
--= dt 
dG2- 1 1 ai E2-1 + 2Ez-z 
dt = 12 hv [Ez-t - G2_1 ] + 121 
dG2-2 1 al E2-1 + ZE2-2 
dt = 3 hv (E2-2 - G2-z] + 61 
dGt-t 
dt (5 .8-3) 
We notice immediately that E20 must remain a constant. Us~ the initial conditions 
gives Eao = 0 . The use of linearly polarized light gives a certain symmetry to the 
problem such that 
(5.6-4) 
We can simpliry the rate equations by defining a normalized time tN = t/1 and a 
normalized intensity IN = aiT/3hv. IN is roughly the ratio of laser intensity to the 




--= -E21 dtN 2 
(5.8-5) 
We now solve these equations numerically for various values of IN. In Figs. 5 .2-
5. 7 the populations of the various ground states GIJ and the excited states EIJ are 
plotted versus tN for IN= 10, 1. 0.1. Fig. 5.2 shows the population of 
G22 [ 3S112(F = 2, m = 2) ] versus tN· For IN < 1 the atoms absorb the light at a rate 
IN. are transferred to state E22• and then spontaneously decay to ground states 
G22, G21 , and G11 at a unity rate in our normalized time system. The atoms decaying 
to G21 and G11 are lost to G22 forever. Since the absorption rate is less than or com-
parable to the spontaneous decay rate, the population of G22 is optically pumped in 
a time tN ~ 1/IN as observed in Fig. 5 .2 . 
For IN > 1 the atoms still absorb the light at a rate IN and are transferred to the 
excited state E211• The excited states decays to the ground states G22 and G21 at a 
unity rate. However the spontaneous decay rate is less than the absorption rate so 
an excited state population builds up for tN < 1. The population of G22 Initially 














Fig. 5 .2 Population of the 3Sv2 (F = Z, m = Z) ground state versus the normalized 
time tN for various values of IN· 
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and becomes nearly equal to the ground state population. The spontaneous decay 
rate then dominates and the population of Gz2 decays at a unity rate. This explains 
the change in decay rates shown for IN = 10 in Fig. 5 .2. The time dependence of the 
population of E22 [ 3Pl/2(F = 2. m = 2) ] is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
We can conclude that, for large IN, the populations of G22 and E22 will become 
nearly equal in a time tN Rtf 1/IN and both will then decay at the spontaneous decay 
rate. Therefore tN Ql 1 is the optical pumping time. 
Fig. 5 .4 shows the population of G21 [ 3Sl/2(F = 2, m = 1) ] versus tN. From Eqs. 
(5.8-5) we note that the absorption rate of G21 into the excited state E21 is Iw 4 so 
the atoms in G21 are not optically pumped as quickly as those of G22. Also, the popu-
lation of G21 is being increased by decay from E22 while losing atoms through the 
decay of E21 into the ground states G2o. G11, and G 10. The optical pumping rate is 
limited by the minimum of [IN, 1]. The population of E21 [ 3P1.12(F = 2, m = 1)] is 
plotted versus tN in Fig. 5 .5 . It is quite similar to Fig. 5.3, for the state E22 , except for 
the slower accumulation time due to the reduced absorption rate and the smaller 
amplitude of the maximum population attained. 
In Fig. 5.6, the population of G20 [ 3Sl/2(F = 2, m = 0) ] is shown versus lN. For our 
choice of initial conditions, the population of G10 [ 3S112(F = 1, m = 0) ] is identical 
with the population of G20 for all values of tN. The population of G20 is increased by 
spontaneous decay from E21 , it therefore starts at unity and grows at a rate which is 
the minimum of the absorption rate, IN/4, into E21 or the spontaneous decay rate, 1, 
from E21 . The population reaches an equilibrium value of 1.714. G20 is resonant with 
the laser but does not have any allowed transitions to the excited states for the 
polarized light used. Thus, any atoms which populate this energy level no longer 
interact with the laser. G10 ·is not resonant with the laser and all atoms which accu-















Fig. 5.3 Population of the 3Pv:a (F = 2, m = 2) excited state versus the normalized 
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Fig . 5 .4 Population of the 3S112 (F = 2, m = 1) ground state versus the normalized 













Fig. 5.5 Population of the 3P112 (F = 2, m = 1) excited state versus the normalized 
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Fig. 5.6 Population of the 3Sv2 (F = 2, m = 0) ground state versus the normalized 
time t N for various values of IN. 
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The population of Gu [ 3S1/2(F = 1, m = 1) ] is plotted in Fig. 5 .7 versus the nor-
malized time lN. This population grows by spontaneous Liecay from E 22 and E21 . As 
with G20, the population of Gu starts at unity and grows at a rate which is the 
minimum of the absorption rate, IN, into E22 or t he spontaneous decay rate, 1, from 
E22 andE21. The population reaches an equilibrium value of 2.286. Again, G21 is not 
resonant with the laser and these atoms do not undergo any interaction with the 
laser. 
One effect that has been neglected in the rate equations (5.8-3) is that of spin-
exchange collisions between sodium atoms. The collisions tend to redistribute the 
atoms among both hyperfine levels (F = 2 and F =1) of the ground state, thereby 
allowing some of the atoms to again interact with the laser and participate in t h e 
nonlinear interactions. Anderson and Ramsey12 ·13 have measured the spin-exchange 
cross section for sodium and determined it to be between ( 1 - 3) x 1 o-14 cm2 with 
an average value of 1.3 x 10-14 cm2 • The time between spin exchange collisions 
' Ts- p = 1/Na0v where N is the sodium atom density, a 0 is the spin-exchange cross sec-
tion, and v is the relative velocity of two sodium atoms. 
To evaluate the importance of the spin-exchange collisions, let us consider a 
situation similar to that u sed in our ex periments14• Suppose we have a sodmm cell, 
such as tha t d escribed in s ection 5 .6, which is at a temperat ure T = 200°C, implying 
N = 3.24 x 10 12 cm- 3 , with a laser beam of FWHM diameter .1 em incid ent on the cell. 
In a plane perpendicular to the ~aser, the atoms have an average speed of 
5.18 x 104 em/sec, using Eq. (5.7-7) . If we tak e this as the relative velocity of two 
sodium atoms, then Ts- p = 4 .6 x 10-4 sec. This is many orders of magnitude larger 
than the natural lifetime of sodium, and means that an atom travels 23.7 em 
between collisions . At the t emperature s and densities used in our e xperiments, 
these types of collisions pla y no s ignificant role in re-equilibrating the popula tion of 
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Fig. 5 .7 Population of the 3Sl/2 (F = 1. m = 1) ground state versus the normalized 
time tN for various values of IN. 
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On the other hand, the transit time of an atom through the laser beam is an 
important limitation on the degree of optical pumping that takes place. Consider an 
atom located at the center of the laser beam which is traveling perpendicular to the 
beam at the previously mentioned velocity. The transit time Ttran!rlt from the center 
of the beam to the half power point is Ttran!rlt = 9.7 x 10-7 sec = 61 tN using the spon-
taneous lifetime of sodium. The transit time plays an important role in limiting the 
degree of optical pumping that occurs. 
5.9 Barium as a Nonlinear Medium 
TRANSITION WAVELENGTH 
3 1So- 3 1P1 2B52.13A. 
4 18 0 - 4 1P1 4226 .73A. 
5 1S.o- 5 1P1 4607A. 





Fig. 5 .6 Energy levels of barium. 
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transition is the 6s2 1S0 ... 6s6p 1P 1 resonance line which occurs at a wavelength of 
5535.7A . This is the line at which we will consider doing phase conjugation. Barium 
has seven naturally occurring isotopes. The natural abundance or the isotopes 























The ditierence in the frequency of the 6s2 1S0 ... 6s6p 1P 1 transitions for the various 
isotopes are given below relative to the 138Ba transition18. We neglect the rare iso-
topes 130Ba and tS2Ba. 
Isotope F(IS0) F(tPt) Shift(MHz) 
138 0 1 0 
137 3/2 5/2 56 
137 3/2 3/2 280 
137 3/2 1/2 530 
136 0 1 128 
135 3/2 5/2 120 
135 3/2 3/2 322 
135 3/2 1/2 530 
134 0 1 148 
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5.11 Transition Rates in Barium 
The lifetime of the upper 6s6p 1P 1 state is 8 .37 x 10-9 sec18• This' implies a natural 
linewidth of 19 MHz. 
Now, barium has a single metastable state, 6s5d 1D2 , which the 6s6p 1P 1 state can 
decay to. However decay from t he 6s5d 1D2 state to the ground state is parity forbid-
den. This decay is allowed only via an electric quadrupole transition which has a 
li!etime roughly (kao)-2 times the corresponding dipole lifetime. The li!etime of the 
1D2 state is approximately .5 sec18. 
The important consideration is the probability that an excited atom decays into 
the metastable state relative to the probability that it decays back to the ground 
state. This branching ratio is found from the spontaneous decay rates for the two 
transitions. We are indebted to the thesis work of Tony Bernhardt for the measure-
ment of this branching ratio. Studying the separation efficiency in his barium iso-
tope separation experiments, Tony determined an upper limit of 1/700 for the 
branching ratio16 into the metastable state for 138Ba. This is a much smaller 
branching ratio then the near unity branching ratio in the the case of sodium for 
the hyperfine optical pumping. 
5 .12 Vapor Pressure and Doppler linewidth of Barium 
Barium has a melting point of 725°C. Th.e equilibrium between the solid and 
vapor phases of barium is given by 
9445.27 log1c p = 14.08429 - T - 1.90149 log1c T + 9.646 x 10~ T (5.12-1) 
where pis in torr and Tis in degrees Kelvin11• 
The t.1ble below gives some examples of pressure and density in the temperature 
range of interest. 
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T(°C) p(torr) N(cm--9) 
200 1.2 X lQ-ll 2 .4 X 1015 
300 2 .5 X 10-e 4.3 X 108 
400 5 .5 X 10-e 7 .6 X 1010 
500 2 .6 X 1Q-4 3 .5 X 1012 
600 5.7 X lQ-3 6.3 X 1019 
700 6.2 X 10-2 6.1 X 10 14 
The Doppler linelridth of barium is given by 
A 11> = 2Vo ( 3 .58 X 10-7 ) ~ (5.12-2) 
with Vo = r.Jo/211' in Hz. T is the temperature of the gas in oK , M is the mass of one 
barium atom in atomic mass units, and A Vn is given in Hz. 
At the temperatures considered be!ore, the Doppler linewidths a r e given below tor 

















2.12 X 104 
2.33 X 104 
2 .52 X 104 
2.70 X 104 
2 .87 X 104 
3 .03 X 104 
In thi1 chapter, we have described the important properties ot sodium. The 
wavefunctions of sodium have been determined and used to calculate the transition 
rates of the sodium atom in the presence of applied fields. This information has 
been employed to study the optical pumping problem. 
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Because sodium doesn't exactly model a two-level system, we then discussed 
barium, which is a better model of a two-level atom and which may be a more 
efficient material in which to do phase conjugation. 
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Chapter VI 
DYE I..ASER AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
8.1 lntroduetloa 
The lasers used in this research are optically pumped organic dye lasenr. The 
active ingredient in the laser . gain medium is rhodamine 6G. F1g.6.1 1 shows the 
characteristics of this dye. The operating region of the dye is from 5730 - 6350.4.. It 
is seen that Rh6G in ethylene glycol has its peak fluorescent amplitude near the 
5890.K orange resonance line of sodium, which is why this dye solution was chosen. 
The operating bandwidth of a dye laser can be made quite small2•9 , on the order 
of 1015 Hz, by introducing optical elements into the laser cavity. Narrow linewidth 
operation can extract a significant fraction of the unrestricted broadband laser 
power. The reason for this is as follows•. Rotational levels of the dye molecules have 
a spacing of a hundred wave numbers or less. The energy states are not well defined; 
they are perturbed by electrostatic and collisional interaction with the solvent 
molecules so that separate vibration-rotation levels are indistinguishable by 
separate emission or absorption lines. Only a few collision times, on the order of 
10-12 sec each5 , are needed to establish rotation-vibration equilibrium. Therefore, 
an excited electronic state with a lifetime8 of 5 x 10-41 sec can come into rotational-
vibrational equilibrium before it radiates. In equilibrium, the only states of a given 
electronic level to be populated will be those states within a few kT of the lowest 
vibration-rotation level. Therefore, emission usually occurs from the lowest 
vibration-rotation level of the excited electronic state, while absorption occurs from 
this lowest level of the ground electronic state. In the dye lasers, rapid equilibrium 
repopulates the lowest vibration-rotation level of the excited electronic state 
quickly, and depopulates the excited vibration-rotation level of the ground elec-








Fig. 6 .1 Characteristics of Rh6G dye. 
650 700 
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the laser cavity will prevent lasing except in a narrow frequency band. Excited 
molecules can then be forced to lase in this band. 
6.2 Ring Dye Laser Theory 
Typical single-frequency dye lasers 1 operate with a standing wave inside the dye 
laser cavity. An integral number of half-waves must fit inside the cavity, giving rise 
to a number of longitudinal cavity modes. Lasing only occurs at those frequencies 
corresponding to these modes . Etalons are introduced into the laser cavity to allow 
lasing at only one longitudinal mode in a single-frequency dye laser. 
The maxima and m inima of the standing wave always occur at the same points . 
Consequently, the dye molecules located at the minima of the standing wave are not 
stimulated by feedback radiation. This phenomenon of a standing wave creating 
regions of unused gain inside the la sing medium is called spatial hole-burning. These 
regions can have high enough gain to support simultaneous lasing at a different 
waveleng th corresponding to a mode whose maxima match the unused high gain 
regions . This second lasing mode, when occurring, destroys the single-frequency 
nature of the dye laser output. 
The primary laser u sed in this research is a Spectra-Physics Model 380A, which is 
a traveling-wave, ring r esona tor, continuous wave dye laser. It provides tuna ble, 
high power, single-frequency r a d iation. The conversion efficiency (ratio of the output 
of the dye las er to the output of the ion laser pumping the dye laser) can be as high 
as 23%, about four times that of a typical standing-wave dye la ser. 
A second laser used in the ex periments wa s a Coherent Radiation Model 699-21 cw 
ring dye las er. Its g enera l characteristics are quite similar to the Model 380A laser 
e xc ept for its active s t abiliza tion which is discu ssed later. 
S in ce the Model 380A laser is a tr av eling-wav e laser , the waves propagate continu-
ously aroun d the c a vity a nd don't create r egions of unused gain. Spa tia l hole-
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burning, which destroys single-frequency operation, is eliminated. Inside the cavity, 
the traveling waves can propagate in both directions with equal probability. A uni-
directional device which introduces a directional anisotropy into the cavity can be 
used to choose a specific propagation direction. 
The combined loss of all the tuning elements (unidirectional device, birefringent 
filter, fine etalon and single-frequency etalon) is low compared with the loss involved 
in a standing wave cavity, so that our ring dye laser has much higher conver sion 
. 
efficiency than the standing wave single-frequency dye lasers. Also, elimina tion of 
spatial hole burning allows the laser to be pumped at higher input power s without 
creating extraneous modes. 
6.3 Laser Description 
As mentioned before, the primary laser used in our research was a Spectra-
Physics Model 3BOA Sca nning Ring Dye Laser1. Fig. 6 .2 1 shows the beam path in the 
dye laser cavity. An Argon ion las er7 , Spectra-Phys ics Model 171, was used to pump 
the ring laser. An argon laser will typically operate at several wavelengths s imul-
taneously, with the predominate wavelengths being 514 5A and4880A for the mirror 
coatings used in this laser. Replacing the end mirror with a prism allows the laser 
to be tuned to only one wavelength. We operated the argon laser at 5 145A . Typi-
cally, the current through the pla sma tube of the argon laser was set to give an out-
put power of four watts, which was about 80% of the maximum power , at this 
wavelength. 
A polarization rotator made of a coated crys talline quartz plate with its crys tal 
axis perpendicular to the plane of the plate is u sed to rotate the vertical pola riza-
tion of the pump laser 90° to the horizontal pla ne. This is done b ecause the d ye 
laser h as a vertical dye je t which requires a horizontally pola rized pump b eam to 
minimize r eflection loss off the jet, which is at Brewster's a n gle. 








































































































































































A pump mirror, which has a 5 em radius of curvature, focuses the argon laser 
beam into the dye jet. The dye fluorescence is caught by the four- mirror cavity 
which uses three curved mirrors, Ml, M2, M3 with radii of curvature 3 .5 em, 10 em, 
and 23 em respectively and a flat output mirror M4. 
The intracavity optical elements in the laser are an astigmatism compensator, a 
unidirectional device, a pair of scanning galvanometers, a birefringent filter, a fine 
etalon, and the electronically tunable Model 581B etalon. We will now give a descrip-
tion of these elements and then discuss their effect on tuning and single frequency 
operation. 
The astigmatism compensator plate is a .4 em thick rhomb of fused silica which is 
placed at Brewster's angle in front of the mirror M2. It optically compensates for the 
astigmatism introduced by the off-axis curved mirrors used in the ring laser. Its 
effect is to change the output beam of the laser from the horizontal oval-shaped 
mode into a round beam. 
The unidirectional device consists of a Faraday rotator plate and a quartz com-
pensation plate. The plate thicknesses are designed so that for light propagating in 
the correct direction, the optical rotations cancel. while the rotations add for the 
opposite propagation direction. This introduces sufficient loss for the beam which 
propagates in the wrong direction, that stable, high power, one way propagation is 
obtained for the laser. 
Each scanning galvanometer consists of a quartz plate mounted on a galvanome-
ter, with the plate at Brewster's angle to the intracavity beam. The p air of gal-
vanometers are mounted so that during rotation of the plates the beam displace-
ment occurs between the pair of quartz plates, leaving the beam path unchanged in 
other parts of the cavity. 
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The birefringent filter is a three element filter made of crysta l quartz cut with the 
optical axis in the plane of the plate. The filter is inserted into the intracavity beam 
at Brewster's angle. Rotating the filter causes a change in the extraordinary index 
of refraction as seen by the laser. Therefore, the plane of polarization is rota ted. 
The wavelength whose rotation corresponds to an integra l multiple of 2rr sees 
minimum loss and is selected as the lasing wavelength. 
The fine etalon is a thin uncoated piece of glass approximately 0.11 mm thick 
with a free spectral range of 900 GHz. 
The 581B etalon is a plane-parallel electronically tunable Fabry-Per ot eta lon with 
a free spectral r a nge of 75 GHz. The mirrors are coated with a 30% reflective coat-
ing. The separation between the mirrors is controlled by the length of a hollow 
cylindrical piezoelectric element. The etalon is tuned by changing the length of t h e 
piezoelectric element with an applied voltage. 
6 .4 Single-Frequency Scanning 
Single-frequency operation 1 is achieved by using a birefringent filter with a fine 
etalon and an electronically tunable single-frequency etalon. The spectral rang es of 
the three frequency selection elements are chosen such that loss is introduced for 
all other cavity modes except for the particula r one wher e lasing is d e s ired. 
The frequencies of the allowable lasing modes are controlled by the spee d of light 
and the cavity length. For our Model 3BOA, the cavity mode spacing is about 200 
MHz. To scan the output frequency, the cavity modes must be tuned b y cha n gin g 
the length of the laser resonator. In the Model 3BOA ring dye laser, this cha n ge o f 
length is accomplish e d with a pair of galvanome ter-drive n quartz pla t es. The index 
' .f r efraction of the plate s is high e r than that of air. Therefore, cha n ging the dis-
tance tha t the light travels inside each galvanomet er plate . by rota ting t he pla t e 
itself, changes the effective cavity len gth. 
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The transmission peak of the scanning etalon is changed by changing the separa-
tion distance between the etalon mirrors. By scanning the inter-etalon mirror 
separation at the same rate as the galvanometer plate scans the cavity mode fre-
quency, the output frequency of the single-frequency dye laser can be scanned. 
The laser also has a passive stabilization loop which provides additional frequency 
stability to the laser. This is accomplished by putting a small 2 KHz dither signal on 
the voltage applied to the 581B etalon. A beamsplitter on the output end of the laser 
feeds a small part of the laser output into a photodiode which looks for amplitude 
modulation of the laser at 2 KHz. The stabilization loop then applies a voltage to the 
etalon to minimize the amplitude modulation. This minimization occurs when the 
peak transmission of the etalon is at the same frequency as the cavity length, the 
net result being that the stabilization loop keeps the etalon locked at the frequency 
of the longitudinal cavity mode. 
The Coherent Radiation laser has one important difference from the Model 380A 
laser which should be mentioned here. It is an actively stabilized laser which, in 
addition to the passive stabilization loop, has an external cavity that the laser cavity 
is locked to by additional feedback. The external cavity is a low finesse, very stable, 
temperature stabilized Fabry-Perot. This results in the Coherent laser having a 
much narrower linewidth, approximately 1 MHz, as compared to the Model 380A (40 
MHz rms). 
6.5 Finding the Sodium Line 
Because of the narrow bandwith of the ring dye laser(40 MHz rms) it is difficult to 
find an atomic transition without the aid of several frequency measuring d evices. 
The dye laser can be scanned electronically over 75 GHz by a manual frequency scan 
on the electronics . The automatic frequency scan on the laser covers 30 GHz by 
using an internal ramp generator to a pply a voltage to both the galvanometers and 
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the 5B1B etalon. A voltage divider insures that the voltage applied to the galvanome-
ters changes the cavity length at the same rate as the voltage applied to the 5B1B 
etalon changes the center bandpass of the etalon. In addition the birefringent filter 
can be manually scanned over the entire range of the dye. 
To find the 5890A sodium transition we first take the output of the dye laser and 
put it into an optical fiber in our laboratory which runs into the neighboring lab and 
is butted against a second fiber which is used as the input to a one meter scanning 
monochromator. The output of the monochromator has a vidicon tube on it which 
provides input to an optical multichannel analyzer whose output is displayed on an 
oscilloscope. The vidicon tube has a resolution of .185A/channel and covers about 
500 channels. The monochromator was first c a librated against the known lines of a 
helium-neon laser and an argon laser. It was then used to determine the frequency 
of the dye laser enabling us to tune the birefringent filter until we were within 
several tenths of an angstrom of the sodium line. This was done with the fine etalon 
removed from the laser cavity. 
Having done the crude tuning, the output of the dye laser was put into a sodium 
cell which would fluoresce when the laser was within the Doppler width of the transi-
tion. The automatic scan on the laser was activated to scan over 10 GHz. While the 
laser was scanning, the central frequency of the cavity was tuned manually, using 
the electronics, over 75 GHz until a flash of fluorescence was observed in the cell. 
The automatic scan was then turned off and the laser was tuned manually with the 
electronics until the laser was on the sodium line. The fine tuning etalon could then 
be replaced in the cavity and tuned to the sodium line. 
6.6 Optical Spectrum Analyzer 
The optical spectrum analyzer, which was u sed t o monitor laser frequency, check 
for mode hopping during laser frequency scanning, and calibrate the extent of the 
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frequency scans was a Spectra Physics 470-03 spectrum analyzers with a 2 GHz free 
spectral range. 
The model470 is a spherical mirror Fabry-Perot interferometer which is designed 
for high resolution optical spectroscopy. The interferometer is comprised of two 
identical spherical mirrors which are separated by a distance almost equal to their 
common radius of curvature. The mirrors are coated to work best in the 
5500 - 6500A region. The finesse of the Fabry-Perot, defined as the ratio of the free 
spectral range to the instrumental bandwidth, is approximately 150. The spectrum 
analyzer uses an auxiliary lens at its input to increase the effective aperture diame-
ter and increase the light gathering power of the instrument. A photodiode is 
mounted on the back side of the Fabry-Perot to observe the fringe pattern from the 
interferometer. The spectrum analyzer scans in frequency by changing the cavity 
length. This is done by applying a voltage to the piezo-electric elements which con-
trol the separation of the mirrors in the Fabry-Perot. 
6.7 Calibrated Photodiode 
The photodiode used to measure the phase conjugate signal was a PIN-10D planar 
diffused silicon photodiode light sensor9. The PIN photodiode is a type in which a 
heavily doped p region and a heavily doped n region are separated by a lightly doped 
"i" region. The "i" region resistivity can range fron 10 ohm em to 100,000 ohm em, 
while the resistivities of the p and n region are less than 1 ohm em. The output from 
this two terminal device is a current. whose value is proportional to the input light 
power. The photodiode we used is optimized for voltage biased operation and has a 
high breakdown voltage and low capacitance. The biasing circuit is shown in Fig. 6 .3 . 
The photodiode has a 25 nanosecond response time, a 1 cm2 active area, and a 
measured sensitivity of approximat~ly .25 amps/watt of light power at 5890A. 













































and at different light levels so as to have an accurate power meter. The photocliode 
was calibrated against a Scientech surface absorbing di3c calorimeter which is cali-
brated to be accurate within 1% and which has a fiat spectral response over the 
whole optical spectrum. 
6.8 Neutral Density Filters 
A set of neutral density filters was used in the experiments to attenuate the laser 
power to enable us to study the dependence of our phase conjugate signal on the 
laser intensity. The filters were used because the laser itself worked best when 
aligned at a given power setting. Changing the dye laser power by changing the 
argon laser power resulted in mode hopping of the dye laser as well as amplitude 
instabilities in the output power as one approached the lasing threshold of the dye 
laser. Therefore a good set of calibrated ND filters was used to vary the dye laser 
power used in the experiments. 
The neutral density filters used were absorption type filters whose thicknesses 
were varied to achieve the various optical densities. Our set of filters included opti-
cal densities .2, .4, .6, 1.0, and 2 .0 . The transmission of these filters were calibrated 
at 5890A by using the dye laser and the PIN photocliode and measuring the power 
incident on the photodiode with and without the ND filters in the beam path. Of 
course, additional attenuators were placed in front of the photodiode to limit the 
power incident on it. The measurements were accurate to ± 3% due to power 
fluctuations in the dye laser. When c~.librations were done using the argon laser as 
the light source, the accuracy was improved to better than ± 1%, but the a bsolute 
values of the measured transmissions were changed due to a slight frequency depen-
d ence of the filters. The change varied up to about 6%. Therefore the previous meas-
urements had to be used. These are given . below along with .:.he calculated values of 
transmission. 
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ND filter %T( calculated) %T(measured) 
0.2 63.1 59.5 
0.4 39.8 36.8 
0.6 25.1 22.5 
1.0 10.0 8.5 
2.0 1.00 1.07 
One can see that the measured values of transmission differ from the 
nominal( calculated) values by as much as 15%. 
6.9 Lock-In Am.plifi.er 
A Model 124A Lock-In Amplifier10 manufactured by Princeton Applied Research 
was used to measure the phase conjugate signal seen by the PIN photodiode. In the 
experiments, the signal which is going to be phase conjugated is typically modulated 
by a mechanical chopper at 340 Hz . The chopper has a square wave output at the 
chopping frequency which provides an external reference that is used as an input to 
the amplifier. The lock-in amplifier will then phase-lock to this reference waveform 
enabling it to detect weak signals at this frequency which are buried in noise. 
The lock-in amplifier was calibrated at the settings used in the experiment. The 
dye laser was tuned to 5890A, attenuated by neutral density filters, sent through 
the mechanical chopper, and detected by the PIN photodiode which was connected 
to a DC voltmeter as well as the lock-in amplifier. The chopper wheel is a metal disc 
with six cutouts located symmetrically around the disc so that a laser incident on 
the rotating disc will be blocked half the time and the transmitted beam will turn on 
and of! six times for each rotation of the d isc. With the chopper turned off, the 
voltmeter measured the voltage from the output of the photodiode due to the unmo-
dulated laser power incident on the det ector. With the chopper turned on, the out-
put of the lock-in amplifier was measured and compared against the DC voltmeter 
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measurements. The lock-in amplifier provides an output of 10 volts for an input vol-
tage which is in phase with the reference waveform and equal in amplitude to the 
sensitivity setting of the amplifier. For example, with a laser power incident on the 
photodiode which results in a reading of 100 mV on the DC voltmeter, chopper off, 
the output of the lock-in amplifier, chopper on, was 4.35 volts for a sensitivity set-
ting of 100 mV. This is about 13% less than the 5 volt output one would expect 
under ideal conditions; that is, if the modulated laser beam looked like a perfect 
sine wave at 340 Hz with an average power half of the DC laser power and the detec-
tor and amplifier operated perfectly. 
6.10 Sodium Cell 
In our experiments, the nonlinear material used is sodium vapor. Several sodium 
cells were constructed, all of roughly the same design, and tested in the experi-
ments. The one described below is the one used to collect data in our experiments, 
since it worked the best of all our cells. 
The sodium cell was a 2.44 em long cylindrical quartz cell of inside diameter 2 .2 
em which contained sodium metal in a sidearm. The quartz cell was evacuated to 
10-5 torr and heated with a gas-air torch for half an hour to drive off water vapor, 
oxygen and other impurities. It was then filled with sodium metal in a glove box 
which was back filled with nitrogen gas. Cesium metal was also added to the cell. 
The cesium resonances are far from the sodium transition used and do not affect 
the nonlinear process. However the presence of the cesium seemed to help keep the 
windows of the cell clear. The cell was then attached to a vacuum line and again 
pumped down to 1 o-5 torr and sealed off while being pumped by the diffusion pump. 
The next step was to make a little oven around the cell. To do this we attached to 
either end of the cell 5 em long quartz sleeves whose diameters were identical to the 
cell. The cell was wrapped with forty turns of nichrome wire which was connected to 
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a variac. The quartz sleeves were each wrapped with thirty two turns of the 
nichrome wire which were joined in series and wired to a second variac. The 
nichrome wire used was size # 29 which was double glass insulated so as to work up 
to 200°C. The whole structure was wrapped with four layers of asbestos tape to insu-
late it and provide temperature stability. The sodium vapor is provided by heating 
the cell. The sodium vapor density is determined by the liquid vapor equilibrium 
discussed in section 5.6. The cell is heated by applying a voltage to the heater wire. 
The glass sleeves are kept at a higher temperature in order to maintain the windows 
of the cell at a high enough temperature to stop the sodium from depositing on the 
windows . Otherwise a film of sodium will fog the windows, making the cell opaque. A 
torch can be used to clear the windows, but the sodium tends to attack the quartz 
and turn it brown when heated too much. 
This cell worked so well partly because great care was taken to carefully clean any 
sodium off the windows after the cell was sealed off and before the oven was built 
around the cell. After constructing the oven around the cell. we were very careful to 
heat up the windows first to a high enough temperature to insure that the sodium 
would not deposit on the windows when the cell itself was heated up. We used our 
past experience with other cells to provide us with the information on what voltages 
could be applied to the cell and sleeves without fogging the windows. 
6 . 11 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have discussed the basic operating principles of dye lasers and 
then explained the detailed operation of the ring dye lasers used in our experi-
ments . For the sodium celL we presented an explanation of the methods used to fill 
the cell, as well as the details of constructing an oven around the cell. The calibra-
tion of the neutral density filters which are used to attenuate the pump laser and 
the biasing and calibration of the photodiode used to measure the phase conjugate 
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signal are given. We also discussed the optical spectrum analyzer used to monitor 
the frequency stability of the dye lasers, thereby enabling us to determine when the 
lasers were operating well enough to conduct the experiments. 
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ChapterVD 
NARROWBAND OPTICAL nLTER VIA PHASE CONJUGATION 
BY NONDEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE IIIXING IN SODIUII VAPOR 
7.1 Introduction 
In the tlrst four chapters we analyzed phase conjugation via nondegenerate four-
wave mixing and demonstrated theoretically that this process is capable of yielding 
a narrow-bandpass optical tllter1-e. The ftlter bandpass has been shown to be a 
function both of phase mismatch constraints and the frequency dependence of the 
coefficients coupling the waves in the nonlinear process. Optical filtering has 
recently been demonstrated in CS2 , a transparent medium, using high power pulsed 
lasers to provide the pump waves needed in the nonlinear process7 . The filtering was 
dependent only on the phase mismatch constraints in this type of medium. Saikan 
and Wakata8 demonstrated optical filtering in sodium vapor using pulsed dye lasers 
to provide the pump waves. Their lasers had a linewidth of 9 GHz and were therefore 
three orders of magnitude broader than the naturallinewidth of sodium. The effects 
they observed were dominated by phase mismatch constraints. In this chapter, we 
present the ftrst experimental demonstration of optical tlltering by phase conjuga-
tion in a resonant system using narrow bandwidth dye lasers which can resolve the 
frequency dependence of the coupling coeffi.cients11 • The resonant system, sodium in 
this case, has the advantage of providing much larger nonlinear coupling constants 
than a transparent medium, enabling one to use low power cw lasers to provide the 
pump waves. The tiller response also depends on the frequency dependence of the 
coupling coefficients which can result in a much narrower filter than a transparent 
medium. An ultrahlgh-Q filter with a FWHM bandwidth of 41 MHz is demonstrated in 
our experiments. 
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7.2 Experilnental Setup 
The output of a passively stabilized Spectra Physics cw ring dye laser at 5890 K 
provides the counterpropagating pump waves. The laser output is first passed 
through a set of plano convex lenses, with focal lengths 50 mm and 100 mm respec-
tively, to expand and collimate the beam. The beam is then linearly polarized by 
being passing through a glan prism. The linearly polarized beam then goes through a 
quarter wave plate which has been cut for 5890 A. This results in a circurlarly polar-
ized beam which passes through the nonlinear medium and is retrorefiected by a 
broadband dielectric mirror to provide the second counterpropagating pump wave. 
This choice of polarization provides optical isolation of the counterpropagating 
pump from the laser. An actively stabilized Coherent Radiation cw ring dye laser 
generates the signal wave, which intersects the pump wave at an angle of 0 .39° . 
Sodium vapor acts as the nonlinear medium. A 2 .44 em long cylindrical quartz 
cell of diameter 2.2 em contains sodium metal in a sidearm. As described in the pre-
vious chapter, the cell is heated to provide the sodium vapor. Cesium metal was also 
present in the cell. It provides a background pressure of 10-2 torr of cesium vapor. 
The cesium resonances are far from the sodium transition used, and do not affect 
the nonlinear process. As stated previously, the presence of the cesium seemed to 
help keep the windows of the cell clear. 
The signal wave is chopped mechanically at 340 Hz and the phase conjugate signal 
is detected by a PIN photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifier to provide an excel-
lent signal to noise ratio. 
Fig. 7.1 shows the experimental setup. The pump beam has a FWHM diameter of 
.106 em and a maximum power of 35.2 mW at the entrance to the celL The signal 
beam has a FWHM diameter of .15 em and provides .3 mW of power. The beam diam-






phose conjugate signal 
mirror 
Fig. 7 .1 Experimental setup for cw nondegenerate phase conjugation. 
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front of the beam. Behind the pinhole was a photodiode to measure the power 
transmitted through the pinhole. Initially, the pinhole was placed in the center of 
the beam. Then the output of the photodiode was measured as the pinhole was 
translated horizontally across the diameter of the beam. The pinhole was then 
returned to the center of the beam and scanned vertically over the beam. These 
values were then tit to a gaussian prot'ile in each dimension. The geometric average 
of the values for the two dimensions was used to determine a FWHM diameter for the 
beam. 
7.:! m..cu.:.ion of lbperlm.ental Result. 
In this experiment, a phase conjugate signal is generated by the coupling of two 
counlerpropagating pump waves to a signal wave by an intensity dependent modula-
tion of the atomic population. Physically, the signal wave and one of the pump 
waves form an absorption grating which dit!racts the second pump wave to create 
the phase conjugate wave. Fig. 7 .2 shows the frequency dependence of degenerate 
phase conjugation in sodium when both pump and signal waves are provided by one 
laser tuned to the 3S111 to 3P~v2 transition at 5890A.. The pump power is 35.2 mW. 
The large set of pealal on the left corresponds to the laser tuning through the F=2 
hyperfine line of the sodium ground state while the smaller peaks are due to tuning 
through the F=l hyperfine level of the ground state. In the nondegenerate case, the 
pump laser is tuned to the stronger peak of the 3S112 (F=2) to 3P3/ 2 (F=3) transition 
shown in Fig. 7.2 . The temperature of the sodium cell is adjusted to provide a 
saturated pump wave transmission of 46::C through the cell. This corresponds to a 
sodium density of 5·1011/cm2 . The pump power is 31.5 mW. The signal laser is then 
scanned in frequency through the transition at 5890K and the measured phase con-
jugate signal is shown in ro'ig . 7.3. The observed signal has a FWHM bandwidth of 48 
MHz and a peak reflectivity of 4 · 10-8 • When ~he pump laser is tuned to each of the 
other three peaks tn Fig. 7.2 and the signal laser scanned, we observe a similar 
Fig. 7 .2 
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IOOOMHz 
Reflectivity for degenerate phase conjugation versus laser tuning for the 






Reflectivity for nondegenerate phase conjugation versus s ignal laser tun-
ing with the pump laser fixed on the stronger peak of the 3S1/ 2 (F=2) to 
3P3/ 2 (F=3) transition. The laser intensity for the pump wave is 2500 
mW/cm2 • 
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frequency responae but the reftectl'rities are smaller. 
An independent photomixing experiment verities that the peak of the signal 
occun when the pump and signal lasers are degenerate. This is done by taking part 
of the pump laser and aligning it to be collinear with the signal laser. The set of col-
linear beams goes through the experimental setup shown in Fig . 7.1. A fast photo-
diode i• put on the back side of one of the beam splitters to measure the interfer-
ence between the two lasers. The photodiode output is measured by a microwave 
spectrum analyzer to detect a beat signal between the two lasers due to a frequency 
cWTerence. After scanning the signal laser to observe the nondegenerate four-wave 
mixing, we scan a second time to observe when the beat frequency goes to zero, and 
we note this on the same oscilloscope trace as the phase conjugate signal. 
The saturated transmission of the pump wave by the sodium vapor is determined 
by measuring the power of the pump wave transmitted through the cell when the 
laser is tuned to the peak of the sodium transition as in Fig. 7 .2 . The power is meas-
ured by placing a photodiode behind the sodium cell and in front of the mirror used 
to retroretlect the pump wave. Then the pump laser is detuned from the sodium 
line so that there is no absorption and the power of the pump wave transmitted 
through the cell is again measured. The ratio of these measurements gives the 
saturated transmission through the cell. To determine the sodium density we must 
first determine the unsaturated absorption coefficient from the measured saturated 
absorption coefficient. If we assume that the intensity of the pump wave which was 
detuned from the sodium line is 10 while that of the absorbed pump wave is lab• then 
we can calculate the saturated absorption coefficient, a.~.. to be 
2CX.at.L = ln(Io/Iabs) 
The unsaturated absorption coefficient, CXunsat.:can be determined from 
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We have measured the line center absorption as a function of Io to determine a best 
tlt to this formula. It give1 a value of 19.2 mW/cm11 for Is. which is approximately the 
saturation intensity for sodium. We can now determine CXunat· Now we can use 
where 'A2/2rr is the line center absorption cross-section for the transition, 5/B is the 
fraction of the total atoms in the F = 2 ground state, 2 is the ratio of the degenera-
cies of the 3P5/ 2 excited state to the 3Sv2 ground state, L is the interaction length 
of the laser with the sodium vapor, N is the atomic density, and v'rrln2 ~!IN/ ~Vo is the 
fraction of the atoms which are resonant with the laser tuned to line center due to 
Doppler broadening. 
In Fig. 7 .4, the frequency dependence of degenerate phase conjugation is shown 
with the pump power attenuated to 2 .4 mW. The angle between the signal and pump 
waves is now .32°. There is now one peak when the laser is tuned through the F=2 
hypertlne line. This single peak narrows even more as the pump power is reduced 
with its bandwidth limited by the naturallinewidth of sodium 10•11. The pump laser is 
now tuned to the peak of the 3Sv2 (F=2) to 3Ps/2 (F=3) transition shown in Fig. 7.4. 
The sodium density is adjusted to provide a saturated pump wave transmission of 
467. through the cell, which corresponds to a sodium density of 1·1011 /cm2 . The 
pump power is 2 .5 mW. The signal laser is frequency scanned and the resulting 
phase conjugate signal is shown in Fig. 7.5. The FWHM bandwidth is measured to be 
41 MHz with a peak retlectivity of 6 · 10-6. The bandwidth remains basically 
unchanged at the lower pump power but the reflectivity is greatly reduced. 
Fig . 7.4 
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IOOOMHz 
Reflectivity for degenerate phase conjugation versus laser tuning for the 






Reflectivity for nondegenerate phase conjugation versus signal laser tun-
ing with the pump laser fixed on the 3S112 (F=2) to 3P312 (F=3) transition. 
The laser intensity for the pump wave is 200 mW /cm2 • 
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7.4 Conclusion 
We have demonstrated an optical filter with a minimum FWHM bandwidth of 41 
MHz. From phase mismatch constraints alone, one can calculate a FWHM bandwidth 
of 5.2 GHz4 • The frequency response of a resonant two level system is limited by the 
T2 transverse relaxation time1- 3 ·5 •6 . If we assume T2 = 2T1 (T1 is the natural lifetime, 
16 nanosecs for sodium), then the theory for a Doppler broadened two level system 
yields a FWHM bandwidth of 13 MHz at low intensities2 ·3 • In our system, the frequency 
jitter of the two dye lasers appears to limit our bandwidth to 40 MHz. It is important 
to note that we do not observe any significant change in the filter bandwidth as the 
pump power is increased. Also, the Rabi sidebands which are theoretically 
predicted6 are not observed. The maximum pump intensity used in these experi-
ments is already two orders of magnitude greater than the saturation intensity of 
sodium. This suggests that much higher pump powers can be used without seriously 
affecting the filter bandwidth. A maximum reflectivity of 4·1 o-3 is observed for the 
filter. However, recent degenerate phase conjugation experiments in sodium vapor 
have demonstrated amplified reflectivity exceeding unity using a cw dye laser with a 
maximium power of one watt12• This suggests that a highly efficient narrow 
bandwidth filter can be constructed using a resonant medium such as sodium. In 
sodium, it should be noted that hyperfine optical pumping transfers the population 
of the ground state hypertine level resonant with the laser into the other ground 
state hyperfine level, thereby diminishing the efficiency of the phase conjugation 
process. Resonant systems which do not suffer from this effect, such as an atomic 
system with zero nuclear spin, should be more efficient and allow much lower cw 
pump powers to be used. One disadvantage of the Doppler broadened system is the 
narrow field of view of the filter. The maximum phase conjugate signal is observed 
in a collinear geometry. The acceptance angle(angle between the signal and pump 
waves such that the reflectivity is reduced by one half from the collinear geometry) 
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of the tuter 1• approximately the ratio of the natural line width to the Doppler 
width .... 
The central frequency of the ftlter can be selected to coincide with that of the 
hypertine transitions. The spllttin1 between the two components of the F=2 
hypertlne transition in Fl.&. 7 .2 ia inten1ity dependent and increases a• the square 
root of the pump wave intensity in our experiment.. The filter therefore has a lim-
ited tuninl range which is a function of pump intensity. Additional tuning could be 
achieved by detuning the pump laaer from the atomic resonance as the filter's fre-
quency bandpass is centered at the frequency of the pump wave. This would be at 
the expense of the phase conjugate efficiency1- 3 • however. 
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